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Delhi Lieutenant Governor
Vinai Kumar Saxena has

directed for a probe into alleged
corruption in issuing a tender for
construction of an additional block
in Lok Nayak Hospital (LNH) in
the national Capital. 
In what points towards massive
corruption and blatant violation of
procedures, a tender worth �465
crore for construction of the
additional block has increased
surreptitiously to �1,135 crore,
creating an unauthorised liability of
approximately �670 crore on the
Delhi Government, Raj Niwas
officials said here on Tuesday.
Raj Niwas has asked the Vigilance
Department to request the Central
Vigilance Commission (CVC) to
constitute a special team to probe
the irregularities. The huge cost
escalation has happened with a

clear collusion of the Delhi
Government’s Health Department
under Saurabh Bhardwaj and the
Public Works Department headed
by Atishi Marlena. 
The L-G has also constituted a
committee headed by retired IAS
officer BK Prasad to examine the
procedural violations that led to
cost escalation to the tune of �670
crore and submit its report within
two months. 
The committee will also examine
all such on-going projects in
different Delhi Government
hospitals. The case pertains to
construction of a new building
block in LNH Hospital. The
scheduled start date was
04.11.2020, with a completion
period of 30 months. However,
even after three and a half years, the
current progress of work is only 64
per cent, even as costs have risen by
243 per cent.

The Health & Family Welfare
Department of GNCTD had
assigned the project to the Public
Works Department (PWD).
However, the work originally
tendered out for �465 crore, ran
into re-estimates and expansion of
scope of work amounting to a

whopping �1,135 crore. The PWD
attributed the cost overruns to
increase in the scope of work. But
while the scope of work increased
by 8.61 per cent only, the cost
increased by a whopping 143 per
cent.
Interestingly, such huge cost over

runs were done at the level of the
Engineers of the Department itself,
even though it should have had
gone to the Finance Department
and the Cabinet. However, after the
L-G flagged the matter to Chief
Minister Arvind Kejriwal on
22.06.2023, the AAP Government
brought a Cabinet Note in March
2024, for approval of the cost over
runs, which is yet pending.
“I have also noticed that during the
execution of work, certain disputes
arose between PWD and M/s
Swadeshi Civil Infrastructure Pvt.
Ltd and in order to reach to a
solution, the claims of the
contractor were forwarded to
Dispute Redressal Committee
(DRC). Further, since M/s
Swadeshi Civil Infrastructure Pvt.
Ltd was not satisfied with the
decision of the DRC, an Arbitral
Tribunal was constituted for the
adjudication of claims/disputes,

which pronounced an award ni
favour of the contractor,
amounting to �82.45 crore with 12
per cent interest plus GST.
“However, the department chose
not to challenge the award. The
department’s failure to challenge
this award is beyond
comprehension and has further
exacerbated the financial burden.
Additionally, the award was
pronounced by the Arbitral
Tribunal on 29.05.2023, however,
the PWD did not get the
mandatory concurrence from the
Finance Department for the same,”
Saxena said in a note.
“The major reason for the increase
in PE was attributed to an increase
in the covered area of the building
from 88040 sqm to 95620 sqm.
Apparently, the covered area
increased by 8.61 per cent only,
whereas the revised PE was
increased by 143 per cent, which

appears prima facie unjustifiable,
incomprehensible and even
malafide. 
The loss to the exchequer and
public money due to the procedural
violations and unauthorised
liability is a very grave matter that
warrants immediate and thorough
investigation,” the L-G noted.
Welcoming the order, the AAP
Government sources said the L-G
is himself saying cost escalation has
happened at the level of officers
without the knowledge of
Government.  
“We welcome any enquiry into this
matter and strictest punishment if
any illegality is found. These
officers are directly under the
control of the L-G. The Vigilance
Department is directly under the L-
G and he and his department
should have been more proactive
instead of coming into action after
media reports,” sources added.
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Over 100 people were
feared dead and several

others injured as tragedy
struck Hathras when a
stampede broke out among
devotees attending a
‘satsang’ on Tuesday. 
The deceased included
mostly women and children.
Though the district
magistrate of Hathras
officially reported around
60 casualties, sources
claimed that over 100
devotees died in the
accident.
Bereaved family members
and local residents staged
demonstrations in front of
many hospitals, protesting
delays in treatment. 
Senior officers, along with
police forces from all
districts of the Aligarh
range, were summoned to
manage the demonstrators.
Uttar Pradesh Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath
expressed his condolences
to the families of those
killed in the stampede.
In a statement from the UP
CM Office, Yogi also wished
for the speedy recovery of
the injured. He directed the
district administration
officials to ensure that the
injured receive proper
treatment and to expedite
relief efforts on-site.
An investigation into the
causes of the incident was

ordered, led by the Agra
ADG and Aligarh
Commissioner. The Chief
Minister announced a
compensation of �2 lakh for
the families of those killed

and �50,000 for the injured.
Chief Secretary Manoj
Kumar Singh and Director
General of Police Prashant
Kumar were instructed to
reach Hathras to gather

first-hand information
about the incident and to
check whether the necessary
permissions for the sermon
had been granted. 
The local administration

claimed they had permitted
5,000 devotees, but if they
had known such a large
crowd would attend, they
would have either denied
permission or implemented

necessary measures. UP
Minister Sandeep Singh was
also asked to visit the site
and submit a report for
further action.
According to official

sources, a team led by the
Agra ADG and Aligarh
Commissioner has been
formed to investigate the
causes of the stampede. 
Etah SSP Rajesh Kumar
Singh said a religious
programme in Mughalgarhi
village of Hathras district
resulted in the stampede. So
far, 27 bodies, including
those of 23 women, three
children, and one man, had
been brought to Etah
hospital.  
The injured are being
treated at hospitals, and the
deceased are being
identified.
However, sources claimed
that 95 bodies were queued
up outside the Sikandrarao
CHC. The Hathras DM
confirmed the death toll to
be between 50-60 and said
they were still managing the
situation and would provide
exact figures later.
Senior Superintendent of
Police Rajesh Kumar Singh
stated that the accident
occurred in Fullerai village
of Sikandrarao police
station area of Hathras
district during Bhole Baba’s
satsang. He mentioned that
a religious event in
Mughalgarhi village in
Ratibhanpur on the Etah-
Hathras border led to the
stampede, resulting in many
deaths, including those of
children. 
The exact cause of the
stampede will be

determined after the
enquiry is completed.
A local resident confirmed
that the stampede occurred
after the completion of
Bhole Baba’s satsang due to
terrible humidity and heat
in the pandal. 
More than one lakh
devotees were present when
the incident took place.
There was a significant
delay in the arrival of police
and ambulances. Local
people sent the injured to
nearby hospitals.
Eyewitnesses claimed that
the number of dead was
higher than reported, as
many injured were sent to
different hospitals in nearby
districts, including Hathras,
Aligarh, and Etah.
Meanwhile, the real name of
Bhole Baba, is said to be
Narain Sarkar Hari, who
belongs to the Bahadur
hamlet of Patiyali Tehsil in
Etah. 
He was an employee in the
Intelligence Bureau but left
the job 26 years ago to turn
towards spirituality. 
His followers hail from
Western Uttar Pradesh,
Haryana, Rajasthan , Delhi
and Uttrakhand. The
posters put up at the venue
showed the names of
organisers as Devprakash
Madhukas (engineer),
Mahesh Chandra, Anar
Singh, Sanju Yadav,
Chandradev, and
Ramprakash.
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Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on Tuesday said

people have given his
Government a mandate for
stability and continuity for
the third consecutive term
after seeing its work of 10
years and accused the
Congress of trying to build a
narrative that it has defeated
the BJP-led NDA in the Lok
Sabha polls.
Replying to a two-day debate
on the President’s address to
both Houses of Parliament,
he also accused the Congress
of working towards creating
economic anarchy in the
country. Modi also condoled
the loss of lives in Hathras in
between his speech.
Modi singled out Leader of
the Opposition in the Lok
Sabha Rahul Gandhi, saying
the House witnessed the
wailing of a person with
“balak buddhi (childish
behaviour)” who tried to gain
sympathy without disclosing
the wrongs he had
committed.
“Images of our Gods cannot be
used for personal political
interests. They coined phrases
like ‘Hindu terrorism’, their
ally likened this religion to
dengue; country will never
forgive them,” Modi said
taking a swipe on Rahul’s

speech, the content of which
was expunged early in the day.
“This is the first time that the
Congress has not crossed 100
seats for three consecutive
times. Instead of conceding
defeat, they are being arrogant.
They are trying to build a
narrative that they have beaten
us,” Modi said in the Lok
Sabha amid vociferous
protests by the Opposition.
The Lok Sabha was
adjourned sine die after two
long hours PM’s speech and a
resolution accepted by the
Speaker moved by Defence
Minister Rajnath Singh to

condemn the continuous
disruption by Opposition
when the PM spoke. Modi
will reply to the similar
debate on thanks to
President’s speech in the
Rajya Sabha on Wednesday.
Before the Prime Minister’s
reply, Opposition members
wanted Speaker Om Birla to
allow the MPs from Manipur
to speak in the House but he
said a member from the
northeastern State had
already spoken on Monday.
They then trooped into the
Well of the House, drawing a
sharp rebuke from Birla.

Modi said an attempt was
made to mislead Parliament
on the Agnipath scheme and
minimum support price for
farm produce.
The PM said the people of the
country had seen the
dedication with which his
Government served them for
10 years. 
“In our third term, we will
work at triple the speed. Our
third term means we will put
in thrice the strength. In our
third term, we will ensure
three times the results,” Modi
said.
“The people of the country

have given us this mandate
after testing us on every
criterion. The people have
seen our track record of 10
years. The people have seen
that we have worked with
dedication for the welfare of
the poor, fulfilling the mantra
of ‘public service is God’s
service’,” the PM said.
The Prime Minister said he
can understand the pain of
some, who despite spreading
lies and misleading the
people, had to face a massive
defeat in the Lok Sabha
elections.
“People have chosen us in
this biggest election exercise.
I can understand the pain of
some people that despite
running falsehoods, they
were comprehensively
defeated,” he said, amid
chants of “justice for
Manipur” by Opposition
members.
The Prime Minister said
India’s prestige has increased
and the country is being
looked up to by the world. 
Modi said before 2014,
people had lost self
confidence. “When there is a
lack of confidence, it
becomes difficult for the
person and the country to
stand up. The common
people used to say this
country cannot achieve
anything. Only news of scams
prevailed,” the PM said.

Modi takes ‘balak buddhi’ jibe at Rahul
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The expunging on
Tuesday of certain

remarks laced with
controversial religious
references made by Leader
of Opposition (LoP) Rahul
Gandhi during his fiery
speech in the Lok Sabha a
day earlier, targeting BJP
and Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, prompted
Rahul to urge Speaker Om
Birla to restore the
expunged statements.
“This selective expunging
defies logic, Rahul stated.”
Certain remarks the
Congress leader made
during the discussion on the
Motion of Thanks on the
President’s Address in the
Lok Sabha on Monday have
been expunged.
A defiant Rahul said truth
can be expunged in the
world of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, but not in
reality, hours after
significant parts of his Lok
Sabha speech were deleted
by the Chair.
“Whatever I had to say, I
have said and that is the
truth. They can expunge as
much as they want, but the
truth will prevail,” Rahul
told reporters in Parliament

complex.
In a letter to Birla, Rahul
has stated that removing his
considered remarks from
records goes against the
very tenets of
Parliamentary democracy
and that they should be

restored. Rahul cited BJP
MP Anurag Thakur’s
speech, saying it was full of
allegations but surprisingly
only one word was
expunged from it. He said
“this selective expunction
defies logic”.
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LoP for debate on NEET in House
New Delhi: In a letter to
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, Leader of
Opposition Rahul
Gandhi requested the
Government to facilitate a
debate on NEET in the
House on Wednesday. 
“I believe it would be
fitting if you were to lead
a debate on NEET in
students’  interest,” Rahul

said. 
He said the Opposition’s
request for a discussion
on NEET was declined in
both Houses of
Parliament on June 28 as
well as on Monday, and
added that the Speaker
had assured the
Opposition that he would
discuss the matter with
the Government. PNS
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I, Dharam Singh S/o Ajmer 

Singh R/o H No. 550, Burail, 

Sector 45, Chandigarh declare 

that I, had disown my son 

Mandeep Singh on 13-04-2015 

From my movable & immovable 

properties. Now my son Mandeep 

Singh is in my control. So I, cancel 

this disown notice. 

I, Ram Kumar S/o Puran 

Chaudhary # 1308, Phase-2, 

Ramdarbar Chandigarh declare 

that my son Sanjay and his wife 

Rubal and their children out of my 

control. I disown them from my 

moveable/immoveable property 

anybody deal with them at their 

own risk. 

I, Randhir Singh S/o 

Gurmail Singh Village Abhipur 

Tehsil Kharar Distt SAS Nagar 

declare that my son Maninder 

Singh & his wife Manjit Kaur their 

childrens Gurnur Kaur, Sukhmani 

are out of my control. I disown 

them from my movable & 

immovable properties. Anybody 

dealing with them at their own 

risk.  

I, Pardeep Kumar S/o 

Buddhi Parkash R/o H.No. 682/4 

Pattharon Wali Gali, 

Gurunanakpura Mohalla 

Thanesar, District Kurukshetra, 

have broken all relations with my 

brother Rajender Kumar alias 

Gullu, as he is beyond my 

understanding. The person 

dealing with him will himself be 

responsible. 

I, Madan Lal S/o Dai Chand 

R/o189/19, Jeewan Nagar, Near 

Hanuman Mandir, Sonipat declare 

that my son Ashish Kumar is out 

of my control. So I disown him 

from my all movable/ immovable 

property. Anybody deal with him at 

own risk. 

I Mamta Rani W/o Sunil 

Kumar R/o VPO Bakana, Tehsil 

Radaur, Distt. Yamunanagar 

declare that my son Shubham is 

out of my control, so I disown him 

from my all movable and 

immovable properties. In future, 

the person dealing with him will 

himself be responsible, me and 

my family will not have any 

responsibility. 

We, Amarnath S/O Pooran 

Singh And Sunita Devi W/O 

Amarnath R/O 396 D, Block-A, 

Railway Colony, Amritsar Have 

Declare That My Son Akash Rana 

And His Wife Priyanka Are Out Of 

Our Control We Disinherit Them 

From Our All Movable And 

Immovable Properties Anybody 

Deal With Them Is His Own Risk 

And Responsibility. 

We, Paramjit Singh S/o 

Phool Singh and Veena W/o 

Paramjit Singh both R/o H.No. 26, 

Mohalla No. 21, Jalandhar Cantt., 

declare that our son Akash Basra 

& his wife Nitika Rana are out of 

our control. We disinherit them 

from our movable and immovable 

properties. We and our family 

shall not be held responsible for 

any of their acts deeds and things. 

We, Balbir Singh s/o 

Baishakhi Ram & Krishna Devi 

w/o Balbir Singh r/o Village 

Devidaspura, Tehsil Thanesar 

(Kurukshetra) inform that our son 

Bhupinder Singh and his wife 

Komal are out of control. 

Therefore, we disown them from 

our movable and immovable 

properties. We will not be 

responsible for any transaction or 

dispute made by them in future. 

I, Rachhpal Kaur W/o Avtar 

Singh R/o Ward No.12 Near 

Puran Nath Dera Tehsil Pehowa 

Distt. Kurukshetra My daughter-

in-law Jyoti Basi W/o Jitender 

Singh is out of My Control. 

I,Disown  them from all my 

moveable and immoveable 

properties. Anybody deal  with him 

at their own risk. 

I  Preena Kaur D/O Balkaran 

Singh R/O Vpo-Husnar Distt Sri 

Muktsar Sahib Have Been 

Declare That My Correct Date Of 

Birth Is 10-03-2002 As Per My 

New Date Of Birth Certificate. 

I, Dion James Shohal S/o 

Anil Laxmidas Shohal R/o AM-28, 

DLF City-1, Sikanderpur, Ghosi 

(68), Farrukhnagar, Gurgaon, 

Haryana-122002, Declare that 

name of Mine has been wrongly 

written as Clifford Anthony in my 

minor Son Kai Estorco, aged 

about 10 Months Years, In his 

Birth Certificate. The actual name 

of Mine is Dion James Shohal, 

which may be amended 

accordingly. 

I, Rajbeer Kaur Lehal W/o 

Harjinder Singh R/o H.No. 139, 

Satnam Avenue, Near Ram 

Ashram School, Batala Road, 

Amritsar declare that Rajbeer 

Kaur Lehal and Rajbeer Kaur is 

one and the same person. 

I, Randhir Kaur w/o Harpal 

Singh r/o Village Bagol Distt 

Gurdaspur declare that my 

husband has passed away. That 

in Matric certificate of my son 

Charanjit Singh, CBSE board with 

Roll No 13166251, name of his 

father wrongly written as Late 

Harpal Singh. Correct name of his 

father is Harpal Singh. 

Concerned note. 

I, JC-698126L, Rank-

Subedar, Name Sandeep Kumar 

Tiwari, serving in Army Medical 

Corps presently R/o House No. 

85, Sector 15, Panchkula declare 

that in my service documents my 

mother’s name & date of birth 

mentioned incorrect as Sumitra 

Devi and 01-07-1961. Her Correct 

name is Sumitra and her Correct 

Date of Birth 01-01-1959. 

Concern please note. 

I (Existing name) as per 

NOK) Surjit kumari is legally 

wedded Spouse Of No 4003666H 

Rank Hav Name Kamal Kishore 

presently residing at Vill Alia 

chack,PO - Dinanagar,teh & Distt 

: Gurdaspur (Punjab),Pin-143531 

Have changed my Name from 

Surjit kumari to Surjeet kumari 

Vide Affidavit dated Before 

Dinanagar court 

I (Existing name)  Prem lal is 

legally Father Of No 4003666H 

Rank Hav Name Kamal Kishore 

presently residing at Vill Alia 

chack, PO - Dinanagar,teh & Distt 

: Gurdaspur (Punjab), Pin-143531 

Have changed my Name from 

prem Lal to Prem Chand Vide 

Affidavit dated Before Dinanagar 

court 

I Subhash Chand S/O 

Dharam Chand R/O #694, Ward 

No.15, Chauhan Colony, Rajpura 

Tehsil Rajpura Distt Patiala 

Declare That In My Driving 

Licence No. Pb1120100191102 

My Father Name Is Wrongly 

Mentioned As Mukandi Lal. But 

My Father’s Correct Name Is 

Dharam Chand. Please Correct 

Accordingly 

I, Manpreet Kaur w/o 

Randeep Singh Brar, resident of 

House No.  40 B, Shanti Homes 

Meri Gold, Gillco Valley, Little 

Blossom Model School, Sector – 

127, Kharar, P.O. Kharar District 

SAS Nagar, Mohali declare that I 

break all my relations with my 

father Amarjit Singh and mother 

Baljinder Kaur and brother 

Dilpreet Singh. In future I will not 

interfere in there life and they 

should also not to interefere in my 

life in any way. 

I, Premadas K K legally 

father of No.16134396Y Rank 

L/Nk Name Aromal P Unit 4 Engr 

Regt. C/o 56 APO Bathinda Cantt. 

(Punjab) permanent resident of 

Pathiyarathodi House, Kallur 

Post, VTC : Mankara, PO : Kallur- 

Palakkad, Distt. Palakkad State 

Kerala-678613 have changed my 

date of birth from 15.08.1962 to 

15.08.1961 

I, Sundaresan legally father 

of No. 15333626H Rank Hav 

Name Prakasam S Unit 4 Engr 

Regt C/o 56 APO Bathinda Cantt. 

(Punjab) permanent resident of 

1/70, Kollai Medu, VTC : Sozmur, 

Distt. Vellore, State Tamil Nadu-

632202 have changed my name 

from P Sundaresan to 

Sundaresan and DOB from 

01.07.1961 to 01.01.1959 vide 

Affidavit date 24.06.2024 

I, Service No. 3407808K 

Rank Hav Surmukh Singh, Son of 

Sh. Suchha Singh, Resident of 

village Dhang, Post Office Plassi 

Kalan, Tehsil Nalagarh, District 

Solan Himachal Pradesh declare 

that my father name Sucha Singh 

and date of birth 29.08.1954 and 

my mother Ajit Kaur and date of 

birth 16.05-1959 is wrongly 

entered in the my Service Record. 

My father correct name Suchha 

Singh and date of birth is 

10.06.1958 and my mother name 

Ajit Kaur and date of birth 

01.01.1960. All concerned please 

may note. 

I, Kamla Devi W/o Raj Singh 

R/o House No. H-12 Phase-1 

New Palam Vihar Gurgaon have 

changed my name kamla Devi to 

Kamla Dabass. 

I, Deepak Chhabra S/o 

Madan Lal Chhabra R/o 97-A, 

Azad Nagar, Gali no 8, Ward no 

10, Yamuna Nagar have changed 

my name from Deepak Chabra to 

Deepak Chhabra. 

I, Ram Surat Kumar S/o 

Gaya Ram R/o 0 -B, Choudhary 

Colony, Azad Nagar, Yamuna 

Nagar have changed my name 

from Ram Surat Kumar to Ram 

Surat. 

I, Harbans Kaur W/o Late 

Raja Ram R/o H.No. B-22/830/1, 

St. No. 08, Mohalla Tibba Sahib 

Distt. Hoshiarpur Punjab declare 

that my name is Harbans Kaur. 

My Surname is Kaur and my 

given name is Harbans. 

I, Daljit Singh S/o Nirmal 

Singh, Village Bilaspur PO Nangal 

Shahidan Tehsil & Distt. 

Hoshiarpur Punjab declare that 

my name is Daljit Singh. My 

Surname is Singh and my given 

name is Daljit. 

I, Davinder Singh S/o Harjit 

Singh R/o VPO Harta Tehsil & 

Distt. Hoshiarpur Punjab have 

changed my name from Devinder 

Singh to Davinder Singh. 

Concerned note.  

I, Sahnaj Kaur D/o No. 

6484675F NK/ASH  Baldev Singh 

R/o Village Hussainpur Guru PO 

Kotla Naudh Singh Tehsil and 

Distt. Hoshiarpur Punjab have 

changed my name from Sahnaj 

Kaur to Shehnaz. Concerned 

note.   

I, Hunny Chhabra Alias 

Arora W/o Rohit Kumar, R/o 864, 

Saini Colony, Near Masjid, 

District Yamuna Nagar -135102 

(Haryana) have changed my 

name from Hunny Chhabra Alias 

Arora to Hunny Arora. 

I, Sanjeev Kumar S/o 

Sh.Ajmer Singh R/o # 1635/1 

Sector 40-B Chandigarh have 

changed the name of my minor 

Son From Ojas to Ojas Kumar. 

I, Sushila W/o Anand Singh 

Adhar No. 9044 7632 9414 R/o 

Village Singhwa khass Tehsil 

Bass Distt. Hisar declared that, 

have changed my name 

Susheela to Sushila for all future 

purposes. 

I, Ravinder Kumar S/O 

Vijay Kumar R/O 2639/20, Gali 

No.14, Nawan Kot, Amritsar 

hereby inform that Ravinder is 

my given name and Kumar is my 

Surname. Concerned please 

note. 

I, Rihana W/o Mohd. khalid, 

R/o House No. 2677, Sector 25-

D, Chandigarh have changed my 

name from Rihana to Rehana 

Bano. 

I, hitherto known as Parerna 

Garg Wife of Sh. Ashish Kumar 

Singla residing at #224 Swastik 

Vihar Patiala Road Zirakpur have 

changed my name and shall 

hereafter be known as Parerna 

Singla. 

I, Ashok Kumar Sharma s/o 

Ram Kishan Sharma # 111 

Tribune Parivaar Society, 

Gazipur Road Zirakpur (Punjab) 

declared that Ashok Kumar 

Sharma alias Ashok K. Sharma 

alias Ashok Kumar is the same 

person. 

I, Abhishek S/o Sh. 

Ghanshyam Bhusal R/o H.No. 

1455, Sector-15, Sonipat, 

Haryana have changed my name 

to Abhishek Bhusal for all future 

purposes.  

I, Bhagwan Dass S/o 

Shayam Sunder Goel R/o 12- A, 

Kidwai Nagar, Ludhiana, Punjab- 

141008 have changed my name 

from Bhagwan Dass to Bhagwan 

Dass Goel. 

I, Satinder Kaur W/o 

Vikramjit Singh Mannan R/o 

H.No. A-1, F-1/315, Mata Kaulan 

Marg, Kashmir Avenue, Amritsar, 

Punjab have changed my name 

after marriage from Satinder Kaur 

to Satinder Kaur Mannan. 

I, Shubham S/o Sunil 

Kumar  R/o H.No. 19, Street No. 

4, Gurdwara Dukh Niwaran 

Sahib, G.G.S Nagar, Majitha 

Road, Amritsar, Punjab have 

changed my name from 

Shubham to Shubham Kumar. 

I, Smt. Surinder Kaur W/o 

No.13737004A Ex Hav Mohinder 

Singh R/o VPO Ajnoha Tehsil 

Garhshankar Distt. Hoshiarpur 

Punjab have changed my name 

from Surinder Kaur to Sulinder 

Kaur.   

I, Harbhajan W/o Balraj 

Singh, R/ o VPO Singhpur, Tehsil 

Garhshankar, Distt Hoshiarpur, 

Punjab have changed my name 

from Harbhajan to Harbhajan 

Kaur. Concerned Note. 

I, Nirmala Devi w/o Sh. 

Charanjeev Kumar r/o H.No 51, 

Himalaya Enclave Purch 

Nayagaon  have changed my 

name to Nirmala. 

I, Vineet Arora S/o Sh. 

Banwari Lal  R/o Flat No. 401- C, 

Golden Sand Apartment, 

Gazipur, Distt. Mohali declare 

that Vineet Kumar and Vineet 

Arora is same and one person. 

But correct name is Vineet Arora. 

I, Kulwinder Lal S/o Nasib 

Chand R/o VPO Tanuli Distt. 

Hoshiarpur 146001 Punjab have 

changed my name from 

Kulwinder Lal to  Kulwinder 

Singh. Concerned note. 

I, Savita Chauhan W/o 

Sushil Kumar Chauhan R/o 92-A 

Nasib Bagh P.O Babyal Ambala 

Cantt have changed my name 

from Savita to Savita Chauhan. 

In future I will be known as Savita 

Chauhan. 

I, Sonia W/o Sandeep 

Kumar R/o H.No- 663, Housing 

Board Colony, Sec-7, Ambala 

City have changed my name 

from Sonia  to Sonia Sachdeva. 

All concerned please note. 

I,  Darrshan Sachdeva S/o 

Ram Chander R/o  H.No 52, 

D.W.S Colony, Jalbera Road, 

Ambala City 134003 have 

changed my Name to  Darshan 

Kumar. All concerned please 

note. 

I, Amarjeet Kaur W/o 

Gurdeep Singh R/o Sain Majra 

Tehsil Naraingarh Distt Ambala 

have changed my name from 

Amarjeet to Amarjeet Kaur. in 

future I will be known as Amarjeet 

Kaur. 

I, Amarjeet Kaur  W/o 

Harvinder  R/o VPO  Tharwa 

Tehsil & Distt Ambala have 

changed my name from Amarjeet 

to Amarjeet Kaur.   All concerned 

please note. 

I, Manav Kumar S/o Sh. 

Karan Singh R/o Vpo Nizampur, 

Distt. Panipat. declare that 

Manav Kumar & Manav Both 

name are of same person. 

I, Gobind Rai Kalra S/o late 

Sh. Jagan Nath Kalra R/o 93/160, 

Virat Nagar-l, Panipat, hereby 

declare that I have changed my 

name as Gobind Kalra in place of 

Gobind Rai Kalra so in future I 

must be known as Gobind Kalra 

only in each & every module. 

I, Anuradha Goyal W/o 

Rakesh Kumar Gupta R/o H.No. 

1237, Sector -5, Urban Estate, 

Thanesar, District Kurukshetra, 

have changed my name from 

Anuradha Goyal to Anuradha 

Gupta. 

I, Kanniyammal R M/o JC-

383356H, Sub  (JESYS) R 

Manikandan serving in Dakshin 

Bharat Area Signal Company pin 

-900432, c/o 56APO, declared 

that please correct my DOB. 

11.11.1960 and name 

Kanniyammal R instead of name 

R kanniyammal and DOB 

01.7.1960 in service records of 

my son. 

I, Rajaram K F/o JC-

383356H, Sub  (JESYS) R 

Manikandan serving in Dakshin 

Bharat Area Signal Company pin 

-900432, c/o 56APO, declared 

that please correct my DOB. 

10.04.1952 and name Rajaram  K 

instead of name K Rajaram and 

DOB 01. 07.1953 in service 

records of my son. 

I, No. JC-276898P Ex Nb 

Sub Rajesh Kumar S/o Sh Des 

Raj R/o VPO Khokha The & Distt. 

Hisar (Haryana) declare that I 

have change of my son Ashish 

Kumar to Ashish for all future 

purposes. 

I, Pompi Sharma Baruah 

Spouse of Deba Kanta Baruah 

Permanent Resident of Village 

Kallangpar Marangial Gaon, 

Nagaon (Assam), India, Pin 

Code-782141 Have Changed My 

Name From Pompi Sharma 

Baruah to Pompi Baruah, Vide 

Affidavit No- IN-

PB30435313132593W,  Dated 

29-06-2024, Before Notary, 

Pathankot (Govt of India) 

I, Sushila Wife of No. GS-

167117A, CHELECT Dharambir 

Singh, R/o H.No.555, Sector-4 

Distt. Rohtak, State-Haryana, 

That My Name As Susela With 

Age 18 Year Erroneously Entered 

in The Kindred Roll/ Service 

Documents of My Husband At 

The Time of His Appointment. 

Instead of My Actual Name 

Sushila, DOB: 01 Jan 1970 As 

Per Aadhaar Card. Necessary 

Amendment/ Correction in the 

Service Documents of My 

Husband is Required. 

I, Vinay Legally Son of No. 

GS-167117A, CHELECT,  

Dharambir Singh, R/o H.No.555, 

Sector-4, Distt.Rohtak, State 

Haryana, Declare That My Date 

of Birth 21 Apr 2004 Was 

Erroneously Entered in the 

Service Documents of My Father 

Instead of My Actual DOB 21 Apr 

2003 As Per Aadhaar Card. 

Necessary Amendment/ 

Correction in the Service 

Documents of My Father is 

Required. 

I, GS-167117A, CHELECT, 

Dharambir Singh R/o H.No.555, 

Sector-4, Distt.Rohtak, State 

Haryana, Declare That My Name 

as Dharmbir Singh Has Wrongly 

Mentioned in The Kindred Roll of 

My Service Documents instead of 

My Actual Name Dharambir 

Singh As Per Aadhaar Card. 

Necessary Amendment/ 

Correction in the Service 

Documents of My is Required. 

I, Sanjeev S/o Sh. Ram 

Saran Ahuja R/o H. No. 657, 

Gymkhana Club P.L.A., Hisar 

(Haryana) declare that I have 

changed my name from Sanjeev 

to Sanjeev Ahuja for all future 

purpose. 

I, Dharmanshu S/o Anil 

Kumar R/o House No.1159, 

Sector-13, Housing Board 

Colony, Tehsil Thanesar District 

Kurukshetra, Haryana have 

changed my name from 

Dharmanshu to Dharmanshu 

Khurana for all future purposes. 

I, Amit Kumar Yadav S/o B 

S Yadav R/o 292/2, Sector C 

Defence Colony, Kalrehri Road, 

Amadal Shahpur, Ambala G.P.O, 

Ambala, Haryana-133001 have 

changed my name to Amit Yadav. 

I, Deepika Devi W/o 

Shravan Kumar R/o H No-747, 

St. No-11, Vikas Nagar, Gate No-

1, Near Church, Naya Gaon, SAS 

Nagar (Mohali), Punjab-160103 

have changed my name to 

Deepika. 

I, Manoj Kumar Chhabra 

S/o Sh. Kewal Ram Chhabra R/o 

Ganaur Mandi, Tehsil Ganaur, 

Distt. Sonipat, declare that I 

have changed my name from 

Manoj Chhabra to Manoj Kumar 

Chhabra, for all future purposes. 

I Nitya Sheel S/o Anand 

Parkash R/o H.No.-6, Block-G, 

G-6, Indiabulls City, Near 

Mapsko City, Sector 26, Sonipat-

131001, Haryana has changed 

my name to Nitya Sheel Rohilla 

for all purposes. 

I, Rajan S/o Madhusudan 

Paudel House No. 2412 Sector 

23-C Chandigarh have changed 

my name Rajan to Rajan 

Paudel. 

I, Neha D/o Sh. Parveen 

Kumar R/o House No. 65/4, Jain 

Gali No. 04, Inside Nagori Gate, 

Hisar (Haryana) declare that I 

have changed my name from 

Neha to Neha Singal for all future 

purpose. 

I, Parvinder Kaur w/o 

Sukhwinder Singh R/o Village 

Sarakpur, PO:- Rajouli, Ambala 

133201, Haryana I Have Changed 

My name Parwinder kaur to 

Parvinder kaur 

I, Service No. 15790745L 

Rank Hav Anup Singh S/o Sh. 

Sardara Singh of Unit 668 Army 

Aviation SQDN C/o 56 APO R/o 

VPO Handesra, Tehsil Derabassi, 

Distt. SAS Nagar, Mohali, Punjab 

solemnly affirm & declare that in 

my Army Service Record my 

Wife’s name & DOB wrongly 

mentioned as Sukhwinder Kaur & 

DOB 13.10.1984. My Wife actual 

name is Sukhvinder Kaur & DOB 

is 13.10.1981. All concerned note. 

I, Hardial Singh S/o Sh. 

Trilok Singh  resident of HNo 

1050, Sector-17, Huda Colony. 

Jagadhri, Yamuna Nagar, Tehsil 

Jagadhri, Distt. Yamuna Nagar I 

have change my name from 

Herdayal Singh to I Hardial Singh 

All concerned. 

I, Ratan Lal S/o Ganga Ram 

Bansal R/o 1923, ward No.4, 

Tosham (Rural) 33, Bhiwani 

declare that I have changed my 

name from Ratan Lal to Rattan 

Lal Bansal. In future I should be 

known as Rattan Lal Bansal. 

I, Pritpal Singh Walia S/O 

Harbans Singh R/O S/60, Gali 

No.1, Gurduwara Palah Sahib 

Road, Green City Amritsar Have 

Changed My Name From Pritpal 

Singh Walia To Pritpal Singh. 

I, Harpreet Kaur Walia W/O 

Pritpal Singh R/O S/60, Gali No.1, 

Gurduwara Palah Sahib Road, 

Green City Amritsar Have 

Changed My Name From 

Harpreet Kaur Walia To Harpreet 

Kaur 

I, Simarpreet Kaur Walia 

D/O Pritpal Singh R/O S/60, Gali 

No.1, Gurduwara Palah Sahib 

Road, Green City Amritsar Have 

Changed My Name From 

Simarpreet Kaur Walia To 

Simarpreet Kaur 

I Gurpreet Singh S/O Dalbir 

Singh R/O Vpo Talwandi 

Dasaundha Singh Distt Amritsar 

Have Changed My Name From 

Gurpreet Singh To Gurpreet Singh 

Gill 

I, Jashandeep Singh S/O 

Jatinder Singh R/O Gaggo Mahal, 

Amritsar, Gaggi Mahal, Amritsar 

Punjab Have Changed My Name 

From Jashandeep Singh To 

Jashan Preet Singh 

I, Ramesh Kumar Madan 

S/O Banarsi Lal R/O H.No.186, 

Varindavan Garden Fatehgarh 

Churian Road, Nanali Have 

Changed My Name From 

Ramesh Kumar Madan To 

Ramesh Kumar Madaan 

I, Deefpika Kalyan W/O 

Ravinder Kalyan R/O 663 Gowal 

Mandi, Ram Tirath Road, Amritsar 

Have Changed My Name From 

Deefpika Kalyan To Deepika 

Kalyan 

I, Nishan Singh S/O  Hazoor 

Singh R/O 27 Ward No.2 Mohalla 

Dakhla Jandiala Guru Amritsar 

Have Changed My Name From 

Nishan Singh To Nishan Singh 

Ghangas 

I, Meenu Rani W/O Sonu 

Miglani R/O 1330 Mohalla 

Malkashn Jandiala Guru Amritsar 

Have Changed My Name From 

Meenu Rani To Meenu Miglani 

I, Radhika Kapoor W/O 

Gulshan Kumar R/O Hm-7, Aman 

Avenue Colony O/S Gate 

Hakiman Amritsar Have Changed 

My Name From Radhika Kapoor 

To Radhika Dabur. After Marriage 

I, Gulshan Kumar Dabur 

S/O Bhim Sain R/O Hm-7, Aman 

Avenue Colony O/S Gate 

Hakiman Amritsar Have Changed 

My Name From Gulsan Kumar 

Dabur To Gulshan Kumar 

I Manpreet Singh S/O Surjit 

Singh R/O Vill Nandpur, P.O. 

Kairon Distt Tarn Taran Have 

Declare That Singh Is My 

Surname And Manpreet Is My 

Given Name 

I Palki Menon W/O Karan 

Arora R/O H.No.2612, Gali No.1, 

Shimla Market, Putlighar, Amritsar 

Have Changed My Name From 

Palki Menon To Palki. 

I, Sukhwinder W/O 

Sukhwinder Masih R/O H.No.426, 

Lig C-Block Housing Board 

Colony Ranjit Avenue, Amritsar 

Have Changed My Name From 

Sukhwinder To Sukhwinder 

Sahota 

I, Mandip Singh S/O Harpal 

Singh R/O Village Dhing Nangal 

Po Jalapura Tehsil Majitha District 

Amritsar Have Changed My 

Name From Mandip Singh To 

Mandeep Singh 

I, Ashim S/O Manoj Kumar 

Arora R/O H.No.A-205, Ranjit 

Avenue, Amritsar Have Changed 

My Name From Ashim To Ashim 

Kharbanda 

I Kuldip Kaur W/O Manjit 

Singh R/O Village Ekal Gadda 

Distt Tarn Taran Have Changed 

My Name From Kuldip Kaur To 

Kuldeep Kaur 

I Sukhjit Kaur W/O Aya 

Singh R/O Village Taragarh Distt 

Amritsar Have Changed My Name 

From Sukhjit Kaur To Sukhjeet 

Kaur 

I, Ritika Mahajan Wife Of 

Umang Malhotra Resident Of 

House No. B-21/197a, Rang 

Wale, Atterian Mohalla, Batala, 

Gurdaspur, Punjab, Declared That 

I Have Changed My Name From 

Ritika Mahajan To Ritika. 

I, Minta  S/o Saheed Singh  

R/o.Village Nag Khurd, Majitha 

Road District Amritsar have 

Changed my name to Manpreet 

Singh. 

I, Lal Mani Joshi S/o 

Jaggnath R/o House No 1910A/8, 

Gurdev Nagar, Thanesar, 

Kurukshetra, in my Passport my 

name is Lal Mani Joshi. in future 

known me Lal Mani. 

I, Javinder Singh S/o 

Gurnam Singh R/o V.P.O. Landi, 

Tehsil Shahabad (M.),  Distt. 

Kurukshetra, do hereby solemnly 

affirm and declare that I have 

changed my name Jasvinder 

Singh to Jawinder Singh. All 

Concerned please note. 

I Kamla Devi Wife Of No. 

2955811, Sep (Late) Sadu Ram, 

Resident At Vpo- Gheer, Teh- 

Karnal, Distt- Karnal, Haryana- 

132023 Have Changed My Name 

From Kamla Devi To Kamla Rani 

Vide Affidavit Dated 31 May 2024 

Sworn In Before Notary, Karnal. 

I, Hitherto Known As Prabhjot 

Wife Of Manjit Singh Resident Of 

Vpo Cholang, Tehsil & District 

Jalandhar, Punjab, 144201, Have 

Changed My Name And Shall 

Hereafter Be Known As Prabhjot 

Kaur. It Is Certified That I Have 

Complied With Other Legal 

Requirements In This Connection. 

I Archita Tiwari D/O Jc-

698126l, Subedar Sandeep 

Kumar Tiwari R/O House No. 85, 

Sector 15, Panchkula Have 

Changed My Name From Kumari 

Archita Tiwari To Archita Tiwari & 

My Date Of Birth Is 28/02/2006. 

I, Ravinder Kaur D/O Sh. 

Baljinder Singh R/O House No. 

14, Ground Floor, Sector-19, 

Panchkula, Po-Sector-15, 

Panchkula, Dist-Panchkula, 

Haryana, Have Changed My 

Name From Ravinder Kaur To 

Veerpal Kaur. 

I Sudesh Rani Alias Mohar 

Kali D/O Baljeet Singh (W/O 

Tejpal) R/O Koyar Tehsil Nilokheri 

(Karnal) Have Changed My Name 

From Mohar Kali To Sudesh Rani. 

All Concerned Please Noted. 

I Ajit Garg S/O Ved Parkash 

Garg R/O #101 Panchsheel 

Avenue, Deep Nagar Near Kids 

Paradise School, Jalandhar Cantt 

Jalandhar Declare That Ajit Kumar 

And Ajit Garg Both Names Of One 

And Same Person. I Known With 

Both Names. 

I Sandeep Kumar Sammi  

S/O Dhalu Ram R/O H.No. M-5, 

Gandhi Colony, Rajpura Town, 

Distt. Patiala Have Changed My 

Name To Sandeep Kumar 

I, Sunil S/O Maan Singh  R/O 

# 1714 FF, Housing Board, Sector 

-26 Panchkula Have Changed My 

Minor Daughter Name From Kiran 

To Kiran Choudhary. 

I Gulzar Singh S/O Balwant 

Singh R/O Biharipur, Khadoor 

Sahib Distt Tarn Taran  Have 

Changed My Name From Guljar 

Singh To Gulzar Singh 

I Anmol D/O Raminder Singh 

Bedi R/O # 16,Rajindra Park, 

Mahesh Nagar, Ambala Cantt 

Have Changed My Name From 

Anmol To Anmol Kaur. 

I, Anilkumar S Legally Father 

Of No. 16122197y Rank Nk  

Name Vishak A S  Unit 4 Engr 

Regt. C/O 56 Apo Bathinda Cantt. 

(Punjab) Permanent Resident Of 

Tc 86/2258, Vishakam, 

Vayyamoola, Vallakkadavu Po, 

Vtc : Thiruvananthapuram, Po : 

Vallakkadavoo, Distt. 

Thiruvananthapuram, State  

Kerala-695008 Declare That I 

Have Changed My Name From S 

Anilkumar  To Anilkumar S 

I, Latha Sharavana  Spouse 

Of No. Jc-313445k Rank Sub 

Name Sharavana A Unit 4 Engr 

Regt. C/O 56 Apo Bathinda Cantt. 

(Punjab) Permanent Resident Of 

1-196-B2 Charu Priya Nilaya 

Kukkudakatte, Badagabettu (No. 

80) Parkala Udupi, State 

Karanataka-576107 Declare  That 

I Have Changed My Name From 

S Latha To Latha Sharavana 

I, Charulatha S Daughter Of 

No. Jc-313445k Rank Sub Name 

Sharavana A Unit 4 Engr Regt. 

C/O 56 Apo Bathinda Cantt. 

(Punjab) Permanent Resident Of 

1-76/B, 80 Badagabettu, 1-196-B2 

Charu Priya Nilaya Kukkudakatte, 

Badagabettu (No. 80) Parkala 

Udupi, State Karanataka-576107 

Declare  That I Have Changed My 

Name From Charulatha To 

Charulatha S 

I, No. Jc-313445k Rank Sub 

Name Sharavana A  Unit 4 Engr 

Regt. C/O 56 Apo Bathinda Cantt. 

(Punjab) Permanent Resident Of 

1-196-B2 Charu Priya Nilaya 

Kukkudakatte, Badagabettu (No. 

80) Parkala Udupi, State 

Karanataka-576107 Declare  That 

I Have Changed My Minor 

Daughter Name From Chyvannya 

To Chyvannya S 

I, Ex No- 14311401-A, 

Rank- Nk, Name- Gulzar Singh, 

Residence Of # P-187 Garden 

Colony, Tehsil & District-

Rupnagar, State – Punjab 

Declare That I Change My Wife's 

Name (Surinder Kaur To 

Sukhwinder Kaur) 

I, Jaspal Singh s/o Hakam 

singh r/o Madhir Tehsil 

Gidderbaha distt sri muktsar 

sahib have changed my name 

Jaspal singh Brar. 

I, Jaspreet Kaur W/o 

Jaspal Singh Brar r/o Madhir 

Tehsil Gidderbaha distt sri 

muktsar sahib have changed my 

name Jaspreet Kaur Brar. 

I, Jaspal Singh Brar s/o 

Hakam singh r/o Madhir Tehsil 

Gidderbaha distt sri muktsar 

sahib have changed my name 

minor son's name Gaganpreet 

Singh to Gaganpreet Singh Brar 

I, Yash Pal Dewan S/O S D 

Dewan R/O H.No.  301, Tower 

No. 14, Savitry Green, Lohgarh, 

Zirakpur, Have Changed My 

Name From Yash Paul Dewan 

To Yash Pal Dewan. 

I, Daulat W/o  Mahinder 

Singh Resident of V.P.O. Bhuna 

Distt. Fatehabad,  (Haryana)  

declare That my name Daulat 

and Daulat Bali one and the 

same person and two names 

used by me. 

I, Nutan Gupta w/o Nishant 

Kumar, R/o #594, First Floor, 

IAS, IPS Society, Sector 49-A, 

Chandigarh, have changed my 

name from Nutan to Nutan 

Gupta, in future i will be known 

as Nutan Gupta. 

I, Palvinder S/o Sh. 

Gurdyal Singh R/o Village 

Dacher District Karnal have 

changed my name from 

Palvinder to Palwinder Singh. 

I, Sajal Kumar S/o Sh. Lal 

Mohan Poddar R/o House No.- 

1359, Sector - 32, Karnal have 

changed my minor Son's  Name 

from Aditya Kumar to Aditya 

Poddar. 

I, Mangat Chand S/o 

Shambi R/o Vill. Kakra Kalan, 

Po. Kotla Suraj Mal, District. 

Jalandhar (144702) have 

changed my name to Given 

name as Mangat and Surname 

as Chand. 

I, Chaman Lal S/o Gian 

Chand R/o VPO. Mamdot Utad 

Firozpur, Punjab- 152023, have 

changed my name and shall 

hereafter be Known as Chiman 

Lal. 

I, Sangita Rani w/o Naresh 

Kumar r/o VPO. Samrai Main 

Bazar, Jalandhar, Punjab have 

changed my name from Sangita 

Rani to Sangeeta Sood. 

I, hitherto known as 

Bhupinder Kaur W/o Rajwant 

Singh R/o Village Ramgarh, 

Tehsil Bholath, Distt. Kapurthala, 

Punjab -144622, have changed 

my name and shall hereafter be 

known as Satwant Kaur. 

I, hitherto known as Mangha 

Singh S/o Sant Singh R/o Vill. 

Bakarpur, Tensil Bholath, Distt. 

Kapurthala, Punjab-144819 

have changed my name and 

shall hereafter be known as 

Mehnga Singh. 

I, Snehlata spouse of 

Brijesh Kumar resident of Ahuja 

Girls Degree College ke pass, 

Jaslai Road Shikohabad, Distt. 

Firozabad-283135 have 

changed my Date of Birth from 

15-12-1984 to 15-08-1984 vide 

Affidavit dated 02 July 2024 

before Executive Magistrate 

Jalandhar, (PB). e-Stamp 

Certificate No. IN-

PB31502256392301W. 

I, Mirabai mother of Pote 

Rameshwar Vikram  resident of  

Vill. Gitewadi, Chinchondi Shiral, 

Maharashtra-414106 have 

changed my name from Mirabai 

to Pote Mirabai Vikram vide 

Affidavit dated 02 July 2024 

before Executive Magistrate 

Jalandhar, (PB). e-Stamp 

Certificate No.  IN-

PB31503018113368W. 

I, Anjali Satyal legally 

spouse of Himanshu Satyal 

resident of Vill. Satyal Gaon, Po.  

Thal, Distt. Pithoragarh (UK)- 

262552 have changed my name 

from Anjali Satyal to Anjani vide 

Affidavit dated 02/07/2024 

before Executive Magistrate, 

Jalandhar, (PB). e-Stamp 

Certificate No. IN-

PB31503930381155W. 

I Sarbjit Kaur W/O 

No.14919608w Hav Sharan 

Dass (Retd) R/O Village 

Dharampura Tehsil Mukerian 

Distt Hoshiarpur Declare That I 

Have Changed My Name From 

Sharvjeet Kaur To Sarbjit Kaur. 

I Rakesh Kumar S/O 

Madan Lal R/O Ward No.01 

Friends Colony, Mukerian Tehsil 

Mukerian Distt Hoshiarpur Have 

Changed My Name From 

Rakesh Bhandari To Rakesh 

Kumar. 

I, Vipan Saini S/o Ram 

Lubhaya R/o Backside Bakshi 

Timber Collage Road, Tehsil & 

District Pathankot, Have 

Changed My Name From Vipin 

Saini To Vipan Saini, Kindly 

Note. 

I, No. 15614110K, Rank: Hav 

Name: Surender Kumar R/o Unit: 

14 Guards C/o 56 APO R/o 

Village Dalki, P.O Rampura, 

Bilaspur, Rampur, Uttar Pradesh, 

244921 have changed my 

Daughter Name from Priyanshi to 

Priyanshi Gangwar vide affidavit 

dated 02/07/2024 Notary at 

Patiala Court. 

I, Sukhwinder Singh S/o 

Mohinder Singh R/o H.No. 6, New 

Green Park Colony, Patiala 

(Punjab) declare that both names 

Sukhwinder Singh and 

Sukhvinder Singh are mine and of 

one same person. In future I be 

known as Sukhwinder Singh. 

I, Anupinder W/o Sh. 

Tejinder Singh R/o Flat No. 114, 

Block-C, 4th Floor, The Golden 

Tone Cooperative housing 

Society, Sector-80, PO Sohana, 

District S.A.S Nagar, Mohali, 

Punjab have changed my name 

from Anupinder to Anupinder 

Kaur. 

I, Tajinder Singh S/o  

Harjeet Singh R/o Flat No. 114, 

Block-C, Golden Tone Society, 

Sector-80, PO Sohana, District 

S.A.S. Nagar (Mohali), Punjab 

have changed my name from 

Tajinder Singh to Tejinder Singh. 

I, Ajmer Singh, s/o  Jit 

Singh, R. o. village Nikkuwal, 

P.O.Jhinjari Tehsil Sri Anandpur 

Sahib District Rupnagar, declare 

that I have changed the name of 

my son from Hardip Singh to 

Hardeep Singh. 

I, Maura Singh, father of No 

19003087H NK Rashpal Singh 

resident of VPO- Sodhi Nagar, 

Tehsil Ferozepur, District 

Ferozepur, PIN-152005 have 

changed my name from Maura 

Singh to Morha Singh vide 

Affidavit Dated 14 June 2024 

before Executive Magistrate 

Ferozepur. 

I, Geeta W/o Vikram Singh 

R/o 572, Teek, Kaithal have 

Changed my Name Geeta Devi. 

I, Raj Pal S/o Jagar Singh 

R/o 394 Sector-9 Huda, Kaithal 

have Changed My Name Rajpal 

Chahal. 

I, Mishu S/o Madan Lal 

Vill.Sapan Kheri, Geong, Kaithal 

have Changed My Name Mishu 

Tanwar 

I, Madan S/o Ram Singh 

Vill.Sapan Kheri, Geong, Kaithal 

have Changed My Name Madan 

Lal. 

I, Kaushalya W/o Madan Lal 

Vill.Sapan Kheri, Geong, Kaithal 

have Changed My Name Kushlya. 

I, Jarnail Singh Gill S/o Sh. 

Harbans Singh R/o VPO 

Vaidwala, Sirsa, Haryana have 

changed my name to Jarnail 

Singh. Concerned note. 

I, Harpal Kaur Gill W/o Sh. 

Jarnail Singh R/o VPO Vaidwala, 

Sirsa, Haryana have changed my 

name to Harpal Kaur. Concerned 

note. 

I Satwinder Kaur W/O 

Varinder Singh Sran R/O Vpo. 

Kaliewala Distt. Moga Have 

Changed My Name To Satwinder 

Kaur Sran After Marriage. 

I Sunreet Kaur Dhillon D/O 

Sukhjeet Singh Dhillon R/O 

Dhillon Patti Vpo. Buttar Distt. 

Moga Have Changed My Name 

To Sunreet Kaur. 

I Japneet Kaur Dhillon D/O 

Sukhjeet Singh Dhillon R/O 

Dhillon Patti Vpo. Buttar Distt. 

Moga Have Changed My Name 

To Japneet Kaur. 

I Sukhjeet Singh Dhillon S/O 

Balwinder Singh Dhillon R/O 

Dhillon Patti Vpo. Buttar Distt. 

Moga Have Changed My Minor 

Daughter’s Name Prabhnoor Kaur 

Dhillon To Prabhnoor Kaur. 

I Sukhveer Kaur W/O Thana 

Singh Grewal R/O Jalal Distt. 

Bathinda Have Changed My 

Name To Sukhveer Kaur Grewal. 

I Khushwindar Sharma S/O 

Darshan Ram R/O Near 

Vishkarama Dharamshala, 

Wander Jatana Distt. Faridkot 

Have Changed Name To 

Khushwinder Kumar. 

I Sandeep Kaur W/O 

Gurbinder Singh Gill R/O Nawan 

Chuhar Chak Distt. Moga Have 

Changed My Name To Sandeep 

Kaur Gill. 

I Sukhvir Singh S/O Joga 

Singh R/O Vpo. Meghowal Doaba 

District Hoshiarpur Punjab 

Declare That My Given Name As 

Sukhvir Singh And My Surname 

As Bhambra. 

I Manpreet Kaur W/O 

Paramjit Banga, R/O Village Bassi 

Mustapha, Jahan Khelan, Distt. 

Hoshiarpur, Punjab Declare That 

My Given Name As Manpreet And 

My Surname As Kaur. 

I Arman Mohamad S/O 

Dildar Mohamad R/O Vill. 

Khanpur, P.O. Mahilpur, Distt. 

Hoshiarpur, Punjab Declare That 

My Given Name As Mohamad 

And My Surname As Arman. 

I Kamaljit Kaur W/O 

Harwinder Singh R/O Vill. 

Sehjowal, P.O. Nainowal Jattan, 

Hoshiarpur, Punjab Declare That 

My Given Name As Kamaljit And 

My Surname As Kaur. 
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In a significant victory against
trans-border narcotic smug-

gling networks, Punjab Police
has made substantial recover-
ies in Amritsar, seizing 10 kg of
heroin in two separate inci-
dents. The operations resulted
in the arrest of four individu-
als involved in drug trafficking,
delivering a major blow to the
illegal drug trade in the region.

In the first operation, the
Amritsar Commissionerate
Police arrested Lakhwinder
Singh, also known as Lakha,
from Khemkaran, and recov-
ered five kg of heroin from his
possession. The state Director
General of Police (DGP)
Gaurav Yadav said that Lakha
was in direct contact with a
Pakistan-based drug smuggler
named Ali. The consignment
was transported using drones,
a method increasingly
employed by traffickers to
evade border security.

Police teams also seized a
Splendor motorcycle that
Lakha was using at the time of

his arrest. The entire search and
seizure process was docu-
mented via videography in the
presence of a Gazetted Officer,
adhering to the provisions of
new criminal laws. This metic-
ulous approach is part of an
ongoing investigation to trace
both backward and forward
linkages in the case.

Amritsar Commissioner
of Police (CP) Ranjit Singh

Dhillon shared that the arrest
was made based on reliable
intelligence that Lakha was en
route from Khemkaran to
Amritsar with the drug con-
signment. A trap was laid by
CIA-2 teams under the super-
vision of ADCP CITY-2
Abhimanyu Rana, leading to
Lakha's capture. An FIR (No.
130) has been registered under
sections 21C, 23, and 25 of the

NDPS Act at Police Station
Islamabad in Amritsar.

In a parallel operation, the
Counter Intelligence (CI)
Amritsar apprehended three
drug smugglers — Rasal Singh
of Naushehra in Tarn Taran;
Jaskaran Singh of Vanieke in
Amritsar; and Amritpal Singh
of Sahura in Amritsar. The
arrest led to the recovery of
another five kg of heroin,
bringing the total heroin seized
in Amritsar to approximately
27.2 kg in less than a week’s
time.

The trio was intercepted at
Baghdhian Morh in Ranike
village after CI Amritsar
received intelligence that they
had retrieved a narcotics con-
signment dropped by drone at
Dhanoe village near the border.
The police also impounded a
Yamaha scooter used by the
smugglers, bearing registra-
tion number PB-02-DW-4187.

DGP Gaurav Yadav
emphasized that the trio had
direct connections with
Pakistan-based drug smug-
glers. The search and seizure

operation was similarly docu-
mented in the presence of a
Gazetted Officer. An FIR (No.
37) has been lodged under
sections 21, 25, and 29 of the
NDPS Act at Police Station
State Special Operation Cell,
Amritsar.

These successful opera-
tions underscore the ongoing
efforts of the Punjab Police
under the directives of Chief
Minister Bhagwant Mann in
their war against drugs. The
coordinated actions of the
police teams and the use of reli-
able intelligence have proven
effective in curbing the activi-
ties of drug trafficking net-
works operating across the
India-Pakistan border.

The DGP reiterated the
commitment of the Punjab
Police to continue its rigorous
crackdown on narcotics smug-
gling, ensuring that those
involved are brought to justice.
The investigations remain
active, aiming to dismantle the
broader networks and hold
accountable all those connect-
ed to these illegal activities.
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Minister of Town &
Country Planning and

Urban Estates in Haryana, JP
Dalal, on Tuesday announced
that the state government has
now permitted stilt plus four-
floor (S+4) constructions
throughout the state. This per-
mission has been extended to
old colonies with certain con-
ditions. "This decision by the
government is expected to ben-
efit the general public signifi-
cantly," he said.

Addressing a press confer-
ence here, Dalal stated that the
permission for S+4 construc-
tions will be granted without
any conditions for residential
plots in colonies/sectors where
the layout plan is approved with
four dwelling units per plot.

Additionally, in the already
licensed Deen Dayal Upadhyay
Jan Awas Yojana colonies,
where the service plan is
approved/revised for four
dwelling units per plot, per-
mission for S+4 constructions
will also be granted.
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Dalal said that in colonies
and sectors where the layout
plan is approved with three
dwelling units per plot, S+4
construction will be allowed
with certain conditions for res-
idential plots that derive access
from a 10 meters or wider road.
In such colonies, if a person
wishes to construct S+4, sub-
mission of a mutual consent
agreement with all adjoining
plot owners is required except
those who have already
obtained S+4 approval or side

setback of 1.8 meters (On all
floors) being maintained from
adjoining plots. However, the
government has made a provi-
sion that if adjoining plot own-
ers do not consent to S+4 con-
struction, they themselves will
be ineligible for S+4 construc-
tion in the future.
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The minister clarified that
if a plot already has permission
for three floors and a basement
and now S+4 construction is
permitted, basement construc-
tion and loading on the com-
mon wall will not be allowed.
However, in such cases, base-
ment construction and loading
on the common wall will be
allowed with the mutual con-
sent of the neighboring plot
owners. Furthermore, if the
entire row of residential plots is
constructed at once for build-
ing plan approval and con-
struction, permission for con-
structing the common wall will
be granted. In no case will
basement construction be
allowed on plots less than 10
meters in width and 250 sqm in
area. He stated that plot own-
ers who meet the conditions of
1.8 meters side setback or
neighbor's consent can either
construct S+4 or request a
refund of the purchasable
development rights (PDR).  If
a plot owner does not wish to
construct S+4 and opts for a
lower PDR benefit, they are eli-
gible for a refund with 8%
interest from the date of the
refund application. This refund
application can be made with-

in 60 days from the date of the
refund order issuance. Similarly,
if the plot is not eligible for 3 or
4-floor construction, the allot-
tee is eligible to get back the
entire auction amount with 8%
interest from the date of the
refund request. This application
must also be made within 60
days from the refund order
issuance.
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Dalal said that an amount
of Rs. 1178.95 crore has been
collected in lieu of S+4
approvals by various agencies,
including Rs. 689.8 crore by the
Town and Country Planning
Department, Rs. 466.3 crore by
HSVP, Rs. 2.62 crore by HSI-
IDC, and Rs. 20.23 crore by the
Urban Local Bodies
Department. This amount will
be utilized for enhancing the
infrastructure in all
sectors/colonies.  He stated
that the department will estab-
lish a portal to address issues
related to S+4 matters and to
make various information pub-
lic, including permissions relat-
ed to S+4 floors from time to
time. He mentioned that to
eliminate the practice of cov-
ering the stilt area, in the future,
when approving building plans
or granting occupation certifi-
cates, a condition will be
imposed that if the stilt area is
fully or partially covered, the
building plan approval or occu-
pancy certificate will be deemed
withdrawn.

The minister said that a
standard operating procedure
has been prepared for all cases
where S+4 construction has
been carried out without build-

ing plan approval to date.
According to these, individuals
who have undertaken such
unauthorized construction can
apply for composition of offens-
es to the competent authority.
In cases where no objection was
recorded by the neighbouring
plot owners at the time of con-
struction, the permission will be
granted within 90 days of
receiving the composition of
offense application by recover-
ing the composition fee.

However, where objections
were recorded by neighboring
plot owners at the time of con-
struction, an additional oppor-
tunity will be given to present
a mutual agreement/consent. If
the applicant is unable to obtain
the consent of the complainant,
the case will be decided by pass-
ing a speaking order. Such
composition of offenses can be
permitted by charging a fee ten
times higher than the pre-
scribed rate for 'construction
without building plan approval
and in accordance with the pro-
visions of the Haryana Building
Code.'

Punjab extends last
date for OTS for
recovery of outstand-
ing dues to Aug 16
Chandigarh: Punjab
Government on Tuesday
announced to extended the last
date for filing applications under
the Punjab One Time Settlement
(Amendment) Scheme for recov-
ery of outstanding dues to August
16, 2024. Revealing this, the
state Finance, Planning, Excise,
and Taxation Minister Harpal
Singh Cheema said that the
extension of the scheme’s dead-
line is aimed at reducing the com-
pliance burden of legacy cases
and enabling the trade and indus-
try to enhance their compliance
under the GST regime.  The
Punjab One Time Settlement
Scheme for Recovery of
Outstanding Dues, 2023, imple-
mented from November 15,
2023, offers a one-time oppor-
tunity for taxpayers to settle
their outstanding dues. The
scheme was initially valid till June
30, 2024. Taxpayers, whose
assessments were framed till
March 31, 2024, and all rectifi-
cation, revision, or assessment
after remand orders passed till
March 31, 2024, under the rele-
vant Acts with a total demand
(tax, penalty, and interest as per
the original assessment order) up
to Rs one crore as of March 31,
2024, are eligible to apply for set-
tlement under this scheme, said
Cheema. Key benefits of the
scheme include complete waiv-
er of tax, interest, and penalty in
case of arrears up to Rs one lakh
as of March 31, 2024, and waiv-
er of 100 percent interest, 100
percent penalty, and 50 percent
of the tax amount in cases with
demands ranging from Rs one
lakh to Rs one crore. Dealers can
submit original statutory forms
under CST Act, 1956, at the time
of applying under OTS-2023,
and waiver will be calculated
accordingly.
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In a move poised to stir politi-
cal waters, the Punjab govern-

ment has submitted a parole
request for National Security
Act (NSA) detainee Amritpal
Singh to the Lok Sabha Speaker
Om Birla to allow the pro-
Khalistan Sikh preacher to take
his oath as a Member of
Parliament (MP) from Khadoor
Sahib. Currently, Amritpal is
detained under the stringent
NSA in Assam's Dibrugarh Jail.

The development comes a
day after the National
Investigating Agency (NIA) had
given the go-ahead to the
Baramulla MP-elect Sheikh
Abdul Rashid, popularly known
as Engineer Rashid, to take oath.
Jailed since 2019 in Delhi’s Tihar
Jail after he was charged by the
NIA under the Unlawful
Activities (Prevention) Act for his
alleged involvement in a terror
funding case. He is currently
lodged in Tihar jail, Rashid has
been granted two-hour custody
parole to take oath as a Lok Sabha
MP on July 5.

Amritpal, on the other hand,
has been detained under the NSA
since April 2023, with the State
Government extending his
detention for another year.
Despite his detention, Amritpal
contested Lok Sabha polls from
the jail and went on to secure a
resounding victory from the
Khadoor Sahib parliamentary
seat defeating Congress candidate
Kulbir Singh Zira with nearly two
lakh votes. Amritpal’s case is
unique as he was elected, with
over four lakhs votes polled in his
favour, while being in jail, under-
scoring the public support he
commands.

His advocate and also a for-
mer MP Rajdev Singh Khalsa
said that the initial application
was submitted to Amritsar
Deputy Commissioner. “As the
case registered in Amritsar, we
moved for parole through the
District Magistrate, who then for-
warded it to the Punjab Home
Secretary. The Home Secretary
has now taken it up with the Lok
Sabha Speaker,” said Khalsa.

Highlighting the urgency of
the matter, Khalsa noted that an
elected member has just 60 days
to take the oath. “As of now, the
Lok Sabha Speaker has not acted
on the application, but we remain
hopeful for a swift response,” he
said, adding that Amritpal Singh’s
case has been a point of con-
tention due to its political and
legal implications. He added that
Amritpal’s family has also sought
an audience with the Lok Sabha
Speaker to expedite the parole
process. “We requested a meet-
ing with the Speaker yesterday,
and we hope to receive a response
soon,” Khalsa noted. On
February 23, 2023, thousands of
his supporters stormed the Ajnala
police station in Amritsar under
his leadership. This led to the
issuance of a non-bailable war-
rant against him. Amritpal went
into hiding on March 18 and was
subsequently arrested by Punjab
Police in Moga on April 23. Since
then, he has been detained in
Dibrugarh Jail in Assam, accused
of supporting Khalistani ideolo-
gy. In response to the parole
request, the Lok Sabha Speaker
Om Birla is expected to coordi-
nate with the Union Ministry of
Home Affairs (MHA) to ensure
the necessary security arrange-
ments are in place for Amritpal
to take his oath.
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Ahead of the Assembly polls,
Haryana Chief Minister

Nayab Singh Saini on Tuesday
announced that Sarpanches
can now undertake develop-
ment works up to Rs 21 lakhs
in their Gram Panchayats with-
out e-tendering. Previously this
limit was Rs 5 lakh.
Additionally, the Chief Minister
announced that Sarpanchs can
now claim travel expenses at a
rate of Rs 16 per kilometer
when using their car or taxi for
Gram Panchayat work. The
bill for claiming TA/DA will
now be approved at the level of
the BDPO, he added.

The Chief Minister made
these announcements while
addressing Panchayat repre-
sentatives from across the state
at the State-Level Panchayati
Raj and Sarpanch Sammelan
organized in Kurukshetra.

Addressing the issue faced
by Gram Panchayats regarding
the cost of soil filling, the
Chief Minister announced that
once the Gram Panchayat pass-
es and sends the resolution for
soil filling, this cost will now be
included in the work estimate.
Previously, the cost of soil fill-
ing was not included in the
work estimate, requiring the
filling work to be done either
through MNREGA or at the
village's own expense.

To address the issue of
junior engineers not preparing
estimates for several months,
the Chief Minister announced
that once the Sarpanch uploads

a resolution passed by the
Panchayat for any develop-
ment work on the HEW por-
tal, the junior engineer will be
required to prepare and upload
the estimate within 10 days.
This measure aims to expedite
the pace of development works.

Announcing the increase
in the prescribed fees for
lawyers handling court cases,
Chief Minister said that the fee
for lawyers at the district or
sub-division level will be raised
from Rs 1,100 to Rs 5,500, and
the fee for cases in the High
Court and Supreme Court will
be increased from Rs 5,500 to
Rs 33,000.

Additionally, the Chief
Minister announced an
increase in the expenditure
limit from the Panchayat Fund
for events organized by the
Gram Panchayat. The limit for
Independence Day and
Republic Day events, as well as
programs organized for the
visit of any special officer or
minister, will be increased from
Rs 3,000 to Rs 30,000. Similarly,
the limit for expenses related to

purchasing the national flag,
distributing sweets on nation-
al festivals, and publicizing
Panchayat activities will be
increased from Rs 500 to Rs
5,000.

In light of government
programs to be held in villages,
the Chief Minister also
announced that the post of
Sarpanch will now be includ-
ed in the protocol list. The
Sarpanch will sit with the DC
and SP during such events.

On this occasion, the Chief
Minister also announced an
increase in the monthly hono-
rarium of Safai Karamcharis in
rural and urban areas by Rs
1000.

Describing village gover-
nance as a strong picture of
democracy, the Chief Minister
stated that Prime Minister
Narendra Modi has set a target
of making India a developed
nation by the year 2047. To
achieve this goal, it is crucial for
every village to be developed.
The Chief Minister assured
that the state government will
ensure there is no shortage of

funds to accelerate pace of
development in the villages.

Referring to the discrimi-
nation by previous govern-
ments in village development,
the Chief Minister said that
they often avoided allocating
funds for this purpose. Before
2014, the State Finance
Commission grant for
Panchayats was Rs 600 crore.
Under PM Modi's leadership,
this grant for Haryana has
increased to Rs 2968 crore.
Furthermore, Rs 7276.77 crore
has been allocated for rural
development in the budget for
the financial year 2024-25,
compared to Rs 1898.48 crore
during the year 2013-14 under
the previous government.

Referring to the various
powers provided to Panchayati
Raj institutions, Chief Minister
stated that the current govern-
ment is continuously working
to strengthen these institu-
tions. In addition to providing
50 percent representation to
women, the state's educated
Panchayats are being made
smarter. The present govern-

ment has appointed 3,000 com-
puter operators in Gram
Panchayats. Additionally, Gram
Panchayats are now permitted
to purchase a desktop, printer,
and UPS through GeM from
their own funds, enabling them
to become IT-enabled and
modern, and to operate central
and state-level portals effec-
tively.

He further mentioned that
to expedite development works,
the state government has
decided that unregistered con-
tractors will now be able to
undertake work up to Rs 50
lakhs in a year. If these works
are completed on time, these
contractors will be eligible to
take on projects worth Rs 1
crore the following year.
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In another event, Saini
sanctioned a 43% increase in
the stipend for MBBS interns of
all Govt. and private
Institutions affiliated to Pt BD
Sharma UHS, Rohtak. Now the
interns will receive Rs 24,310
which is a significant increase
from the present stipend of Rs.
17000.  Giving more informa-
tion in this regard, an official
spokesperson informed that
the last revision in the intern-
ship stipend was done in 2018,
from Rs. 12,000 to Rs 17,000
per month. Considering the
above factors, the revised
stipend for MBBS interns is
proposed to be Rs. 24,310 per
month, which includes the DA
adjustment over the period
from 2018 to 2024.
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Punjab’s political landscape on
Tuesday witnessed a dramat-

ic turn of events as Surjit Kaur,
the Shiromani Akali Dal (SAD)
candidate for the Jalandhar West
bypoll, briefly joined the Aam
Aadmi Party (AAP) only to
return to her original party by
evening. The unexpected
sequence unfolded just days after
the Akali Dal withdrew its sup-
port for Kaur and instead backed
the Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP)
candidate, setting the stage for
intense political drama ahead of
the July 10 polling.

The day began with a sur-
prise announcement as Surjit
Kaur met with Punjab Chief
Minister Bhagwant Mann and
formally joined the AAP. The
Chief Minister welcomed her at
his residence in Jalandhar, sig-
naling a major boost for AAP in
the run-up to the bypoll.

However, as the day pro-
gressed, the situation took an
unexpected twist. By the evening,
Surjit Kaur had rejoined SAD,
with her re-induction facilitated
by senior party leaders Bibi Jagir
Kaur and Gurpartap Singh
Wadala — hailing from the rebel
Akali faction. This rapid reversal
left political observers and con-
stituents bewildered.

Surjit Kaur's decision to ini-
tially leave SAD stemmed from
internal conflicts within the
party. Despite being nominated
as the SAD candidate, she faced
opposition from the party, while
a rebel faction, comprising senior
leaders including Prem Singh
Chandumajra, Bibi Jagir Kaur,
and former MLA Gurpartap
Singh Wadala, supported his
candidature. The rebel group

had been vocal about their dis-
satisfaction with SAD president
Sukhbir Singh Badal's leadership,
leading to a virtual split in the
party. They asserted that changes
were needed within the party,
directly challenging Sukhbir’s
authority. The factional strife
culminated in a statement by
senior Akali leader Daljit Singh
Cheema, who declared that the
party would not support Surjit
Kaur in the bypoll, accusing the
rebels of nominating her to
undermine Sukhbir Badal.
Instead, the Akali Dal threw its
weight behind the BSP candidate.
The decision came after the
deadline for withdrawing nom-
inations had passed, complicat-
ing the electoral scenario further.

Amidst the confusion, Surjit
Kaur was caught in a political
tug-of-war. Former MLA Wadala
explained that Kaur had been
under immense pressure and her
brief defection to AAP was a
result of high blood pressure and
stress. “When her BP normalized,
she decided to come back to SAD
again, the party with which her
deceased husband Pritam Singh
had spent 45 years,” Wadala said,
hinting at the emotional and
political turmoil she faced.

Surjit Kaur herself revealed
the circumstances behind her
fleeting alliance with AAP,
alleging that she had been
tutored by Bhagwant Mann to
make statements in favour of
AAP policies. “I was tutored by
Bhagwant Mann to say that I
liked AAP's policies and hence
joined it,” she confessed, adding
a layer of intrigue to the unfold-
ing drama.

SAD’s faction, led by Bibi
Jagir Kaur and Wadala, rallied
around Kaur, emphasizing the

community’s support and the
emotional connection she held
with the party's legacy. “Her
Sirkiband Rajput community is
waiting to welcome her back after
getting disillusioned this morn-
ing. We are getting calls from
abroad to support Surjit Kaur,”
Wadala said, underscoring the
diaspora's involvement.

Bibi Jagir Kaur said that dis-
trict SAD chief had already
played mischief with Surjit Kaur
and she was so upset. “May be her
son was pressurized by the gov-
ernment…May be Sukhbir Badal
has helped Bhagwant Mann…I
am proud of this family for hav-
ing returned to the party despite
all the pressure,” she said.

Urging the voters “to get
united again for her cause”, Bibi
Jagir Kaur minced no words to
say, “Sukhbir made fun of her
poverty and Mann misused her
plight…They are the descendents
of the family of Baba Bachitar
Singh who had fought against a
'mast' elephant”.

“I apologize for whatever we
did this morning,” says Surjit
Kaur's son Deep Singh Rathore,
adding that “assi gumrah ho gye
(we were misled)”.

Chief Minister Bhagwant
Mann, who had earlier celebrat-
ed Kaur's induction into AAP,
criticized the Akali Dal's treat-
ment of her. “Surjit Kaur and her
family have fought for Punjab
and Punjabiyat. It is unfortunate
that after announcing her as
their candidate, the Akali Dal
refused her any support,” he
remarked. As the dust settles on
this day of political upheaval,
Surjit Kaur's journey from SAD
to AAP and back to SAD high-
lights the volatile nature of
Punjab's political arena.
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Chandigarh: To spread information related to Government's
welfare policies to the people of the State, Haryana, Health,
Medical Education and Research, AYUSH, and Civil
Aviation Minister Kamal Gupta on Tuesday said that a Special
publicity campaign has been organised by the Department
of Information, Public Relations, Languages, and Culture.
This campaign will continue until July 31. Gupta said that
the publicity programme will widely promote the facilities,
services, and schemes provided by the Haryana government
from time to time, along with other public welfare achieve-
ments. He said that under the leadership of Director General,
Information, Public Relations, Language and Culture
Department Mandip Singh Brar, the month-long special pub-
licity campaign will cover both urban and rural areas of Hisar
district. The campaign will use Haryanvi folk style to inform
the public about the government's welfare schemes and
achievements. Each day, a Bhajan party will effectively con-
duct an awareness programme in a different village.
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Chandigarh: The Haryana Sahitya Evam Sanskriti Akademi
has approved the literary awards for Punjabi language for
the years 2017 to 2022. A spokesperson for the Akademi
shared this information, stating that for the year 2017, the
following individuals have been selected for awards: Dr G.D.
Chaudhary from Sirsa for the Haryana Punjabi Gaurav
Award; Dr Surjit Kunjahi from Faridabad for the Mahakavi
Bhai Santokh Singh Award; Gurdarpal Singh from Naniola
for the Baba Sheikh Farid Award; Satnam Singh from
Shahabad for the Punjabi Journalism Award; and Jaswinder
Singh Bhindar from Sirsa for the Ragi/Dhadi/Folk Singer
Award. For the year 2018, the selected individuals are: Dr.
Sahib Singh Arshi from Sirsa for the Haryana Punjabi Gaurav
Award; Dr. Charanjit Kaur from Karnal for the Mahakavi
Bhai Santokh Singh Award; Karnail Singh Aspal from Sirsa
for the Sant Taran Singh Vehmi Award; Dr. Nishan Singh
Rathore from Pipli for the Kavi Harbhajan Singh Renu
Award; Prabhu Dayal from Sirsa for the Punjabi Journalism
Award; and Sukhwinder Kaur Hundal from Sirsa for the
Ragi/Dhadi/Folk Singer Award.
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Chandigarh: The UT Administration on Tuesday started a
comprehensive survey to identify and address the encroach-
ment of government lands by unauthorized occupants.
Deputy Commissioner cum Estate Officer UT Chandigarh
Vinay Pratap Singh, announced that the Administration is
operating in mission mode, utilizing advanced technologies
and satellite imagery in collaboration with Revenue author-
ities to pinpoint illegal encroachments year by year. The
Estate Office is leveraging GIS technology to detect and track
the progressive encroachment on government lands. Pratap
Singh emphasized the critical importance of land in a
planned city like Chandigarh, highlighting the detrimental
effects of illegal occupation, including unplanned urban
growth and significant financial losses due to high land
prices. A robust stance is being taken against encroachers.
Deputy commissioner cited the recent action against the
Furniture Market, where approximately 10-12 acres of land,
valued at over Rs 1500 Cr, had been encroached upon for
the past 30 years. On the last Sunday, nearly 2 acres of this
land, worth more than Rs 200 Cr, were reclaimed from ille-
gal occupants.
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Chandigarh: Haryana Minister of State for Transport and
Women & Child Development Aseem Goel on Tuesday
announced that all black spots on national highways in
Haryana will be eliminated to reduce the risk of accidents.
He shared this information today after meeting Union
Minister for Road Transport and Highways Nitin Gadkari,
in New Delhi. The Transport Minister also met Union
Minister for Labour and Employment Mansukh Mandaviya,
to discuss the allocation of funds for a 100-bedded ESI hos-
pital in Ambala city. Goel informed that he discussed the
issue of black spots on national highways in the state with
Gadkari. He highlighted that Sultanpur Chowk and Jadot
Chowk in Ambala district have become critical zones for
accidents, with frequent road mishaps leading to significant
loss of lives. These locations have been identified as black
spots, where the risk of accidents is particularly high. He
emphasized the urgent need for constructing underpasses
and elevated overbridges at these spots to ensure the safe-
ty of commuters and reduce the incidence of fatal accidents.
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June 28: Amritsar Commissionerate Police busted two sep-
arate cross-border drug smuggling cartels being operated by
Pak-based smugglers with the arrest of three drug traffickers
after recovering 9.2 kg heroin (8.2Kg+1Kg) from their pos-
session.

June 29: Amritsar Rural Police busted two more Pak-backed
drug smuggling rackets with the arrest of six persons after
recovering 8kg heroin and three pistols from their possession

July 2: Amritsar Commissionerate Police arrested drug
smuggler identified as Lakhwinder Singh alias Lakha of
Khemkaran after recovering 5kg heroin from his possession

July 2: Counter Intelligence Amritsar has arrested three
drug smugglers after recovering 5kg heroin from their pos-
session
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State Bank of India inaugurates facelifted 

branch at Punjab & Haryana High Court, 

Chandigarh on State Bank Day 

Chandigarh: As part of our continuous commitment to 

excellence and customer service, the State Bank of India (SBI) 

is proud to announce the grand inauguration of facelifted 

branch at Punjab & Haryana High Court. This event marks a 

significant milestone in our efforts to enhance banking 

experiences for our valued customers in Punjab & Haryana 

High Court, Chandigarh. 

The Inauguration was done by Hon’ble Mr. Justice, Gurmeet 

Singh Sandhawalia, Acting Chief Justice, and the occasion was 

graced by the presence of Hon’ble Mr. Justice Arun Palli, 

Hon’ble Mrs. Justice Lisa Gill, Hon’ble Justice Vikas Bahl , 

Hon’ble Justice Vikram Aggarwal, and Registrar General, Mrs. 

Shalini Singh Nagpal . Chief General Manager,Chandigarh 

circle, SBI Sh. Krishan Sharma welcomed Hon’ble Mr. Justice, 

Gurmeet Singh Sandhawalia, Acting Chief Justice, and other 

dignitaries. General Manager, Sh. Sujit Kumar was also present 

on the occasion. 

State Bank of India Organizes Blood Donation 

Camp in Association With PGI  

State Bank of India on the occasion of Foundation Day of 

Chandigarh Circle organized a blood donation camp on 2ndJuly 

2024 at its Local Head Office, Chandigarhin collaboration with 

PGIMER Chandigarh. This is an annual calendar event of SBI 

when staff members organize blood donation camp as part of 

their commitment to social service.  

On this occasion, 122 members of staff and other Associated 

people with  State Bank of India fulfilled their commitment to 

social responsibility by donating blood.  

Launch of SBI's 2nd Global NRI Centre in 

Patiala to Enhance Customer Experience 

State Bank of India, the largest bank of the country, recognizes 

the importance of Indian diaspora spread across the globe from 

the point of view of global visibility and their contribution to 

the growth story of our nation. A Global NRI Centre (GNC) has 

been inaugurated at Patiala (Punjab) by SBI Chairman, Shri 

Dinesh Khara on 01.07.2024 for serving the Bank's NRI 

clientele in a better way. The GNC at Patiala is the 2nd such 

establishment. First GNC is operational at Ernakulam (Kerala) 

since February 2018 and has been serving as a centralised back-

office for handling entire gamut of non-financial NRI business 

of the Bank. 

Our dedicated GNCs symbolize our deep commitment to foster 

stronger ties with the global Indian community. Both GNCs will 

be a hub of excellence for serving NRI customers. SBI has a 

network of 434 specialized/intensive NRI branches in India, 

Foreign Offices in 29 countries, tie-up with 45 Exchange 

Houses & 5 Banks in GCC countries to facilitate services to 

NRI customers.

USP
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Driven on one side by
developments in
technology and on

the other by changes to the
global social order, we face
tectonic shifts in the future
of the workforce and chal-
lenges such as climate
change and conflict. With
this as a backdrop in mind,
there is an urgent need to
ensure that we can equip
today’s youth with the skills
and mindsets to thrive in
this dynamic environ-
ment.Education for the last
200 years has largely been
based on imparting knowl-
edge. 
With increasing levels of
specialization through the
Industrial  Revolution,
knowledge became more
valuable; however, today,
soft skills, also known as
Life Skills, have become
much more needed.
Without these skills, it is
difficult to survive and suc-
ceed.More importantly,
character building becomes
imperative if we are to be
prepared to tackle the glob-
al challenges facing us. We
must define leadership not
by position but as “Strength
of Character” and “Sense of
Community.”There is plen-

ty of research and evidence
showing that skills such as
collaboration and commu-
nication, critical and cre-
ative thinking, and charac-
ter traits such as self-confi-
dence, grit, and resilience,
as well as having a growth
mindset, can be effectively
developed through experi-
ential learning that uses
mediums such as team
sports, the arts, and free
play.
Music is one of the most
powerful art forms that
supports the development
of these skills in multiple,
effective ways. Learning
music requires practice and
self-discipline to improve. It

requires the student to set
goals, like mastering a piece
of music or preparing for a
performance, and then
implement a plan to achieve
these goals. 
Performing in a group
teaches students the impor-
tance of working together,
listening to each other, and
supporting one another.
Students who learn differ-
ent types and forms of
music develop empathy and
a deeper understanding of
different perspectives. Most
music programs encourage
composition and improvi-
sation, allowing students
to develop their creative
thinking skills. Performing

in front of an audience
helps build self-confidence
while learning from mis-
takes during a performance
helps build resilience and a
growth mindset.Today, a
well-rounded music cur-
riculum is available in high-
er-end private schools, but
all children must get the
same opportunity. We need
to ensure that music educa-
tion becomes a core part of
the school curriculum and
is not treated as an
extracurricular activity. 
Only then can we ensure
equal access, regardless of
background or skill level.If
we can make teaching
music in schools the norm,
it will ensure the holistic
development of all chil-
dren. Building character
and life skills will mean that
we will not only support
children in their journey
towards personal and pro-
fessional success, but we
will also help develop a
generation of leaders capa-
ble of taking care of them-
selves and the world around
them.

(The writer is CEO and
founder, Enabling

Leadership; views are
personal)
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were publicly flogged in Una Gujarat in
2016, the BJP leaders asked Anandiben
Patel to resign! When spine-chilling
gangrape/murder /forced cremation
took place in Hathras Unnao Budaun;
did the BJP leaders demand the resig-
nation of Yogi Adityanath?  When
Kuki women got paraded naked in
Manipur before gang rape, why didn't
the BJP leaders demand the resignation
of N Biren Singh immediately? Why
didn't the resignation of Pushkar Singh
Dhami get demanded after a lady
receptionist  was murdered in
Uttarakhand? When Bengali migrant
labourer Afrazul Khan was burnt alive
to death in Rajsamund in 2017, did the
BJP leaders ask Vasundhara Raje to
resign? 
Hardly two weeks ago, street vendor
Aurangzeb had been brutally lynched to
death in full view of the Aligarh pub-
lic! Did the "conscientious" leaders of
the BJP act honestly enough to demand
the resignation of Yogi Adityanath?
Indeed, two wrongs do not make a right,
but the greater truth remains that the

leaders of the hypocrite BJP simply hold
no moral right to deliver unsolicited ser-
mons about human rights.

Kajal Chatterjee |Kolkata
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Madam — In the past few days, the
number of rain-related deaths in the
nation’s capital has reached 11, with six
deaths reported on Saturday alone.
The heavy rainfall on Friday caused
widespread waterlogging in Delhi. In
response, the New Delhi Municipal
Council (NDMC) has expanded its
staff to address waterlogging issues.
To effectively tackle urban waterlogging,
a holistic approach is needed, incorpo-
rating infrastructure improvements,
sustainable urban design, and active
community engagement. By imple-
menting these strategies, cities can
mitigate the impacts of heavy rains and
enhance their resilience for the future.

Neha Tomar | Ujjain
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Madam — India’s Phoenix Moment: A
T20 World Cup TriumphIndia’s crick-
et team exhibited remarkable determi-
nation and resilience, clinching the
T20 World Cup 2024 title with a breath-
taking comeback in the final five overs.
Rising like a phoenix from the ashes,
India soared to victory, proving their
mettle on the grandest stage.In the
thrilling conclusion, Hardik Pandya’s
final over was nothing short of brilliant,
and a spectacular catch by Suryakumar
Yadav (SKY)—who went beyond the
boundary and timed his leap perfectly
to secure the catch on his second
attempt—played a crucial role in seal-
ing India’s victory.Earlier in the match,
King Virat Kohli’s solid 76 runs and
Akshar Patel’s crucial 47 provided sta-
bility to the Indian innings, setting a
record-high T20 Cup final total of 176.
Despite this, the South African team, the
Proteas, responded with a strong per-
formance, reaching a respectable score
and losing just four wickets.
However, with only 30 runs needed
from the last 30 balls and six wickets in
hand, the Proteas faltered under
immense pressure. Boundaries that
were expected to seal the win for them
turned into catches or mere singles,
proving that "luck did not favor them"
in those decisive final overs.Yes, indeed,
a blend of luck and daring spirit won the
game for India. Team India deserves all
the praise for its fantastic performance.

PVM Nivriti| Secunderabad
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Madam — Apropos the report titled
"Flogging of couple: BJP seeks resigna-
tion of Didi" (July 2); if the TMC leader
Tajemul Islam has indeed beaten up a
youth and a woman with sticks, he must
be awarded exemplary punishment
according to law. But by which temer-
ity can the leaders of BJP dare to act as
"moral guardians" of the country and
atrociously demand the resignation of
Mamata Banerjee? When Dalit youths
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town swell. These aliens from
outer states come in obscene-
ly big cars, they drive nasty,
trying to edge us locals in our
sensible little cars off the
road, showing the finger on
occasions and mouthing
expletives, throwing rubbish
out of their windows, drink-
ing on unlit highways, and
then crashing their cars into
unsuspecting locals,” says
Manucha.Things get worse
during the weekends as the
Rajpur road gets clogged. The
'tourists' really don't mind
spending hours in the serpen-
tine queues. 
However, the residents of
Doon living either on the arte-
rial road or the smaller roads
prefer staying at home lest
their plan to visit somebody
gets wasted in the jam.
Dehradun till about 10 years
back was not like this. It was
still an idyllic town preferred
by people to live a retired life.
In broadening the roads to
accommodate ever-increas-
ing traffic flow, trees have
been cut. Given the winter
pollution in Delhi-NCR, a
large number of people have
bought apartments in Doon
Valley to spend the winter
months. This demand has
given rise to the building of
multi-storeyed apartments.
In turn, these apartments
have been built clearing the
lychee orchards, which once
kept the valley

green.Dehradun till some
years back did not need the
use of air-conditioners. The
hotels with the ACs largely
used them during the winter
months for room heating
purposes. But you can now
see the topography of the
valley with houses having air-
conditioners jutting out of
their windows.This ‘hor-
rorscape’ is not just limited to
the summer tourist season.
Dehradun in the past two
decades has evolved into a
major centre for higher edu-
cation. 
The large number of the col-
leges, both professional and
general, have mushroomed
along the ridges and the
plains. They are not exactly
home to centres for great
knowledge earning but cer-
tainly, give a graduate degree
for a handsome fee.Given the
high fee structure, there is
always a dearth of students
and vacant seats. The market-
ing teams of these institutions
scout far and wide specially
looking for the youth wanti-
ng some fun with a degree as
a bonus. These ‘students’ pre-
fer staying in the apartments
outside the campus, as it can
accommodate their costly
cars, as there are no restric-
tions on their timing to return
home and none really both-
ered if their vehicle fell into a
gorge as they drove in a
drunken state.Uttarakhand

too has liberal liquor laws like
Goa. Excise duty earned from
liquor sales is the mainstay of
the state revenue. But should-
n’t Dhami be concerned about
the image of Uttarakhand
like Parrikar was for Goa?The
late leader streamlined things
in Goa without really tinkling
with the existing laws.
Parrikar emphasized the need
for a robust law enforcement
framework to tackle alcohol
and drug tourism. 
He increased police
patrolling in tourist hotspots
and enhanced coordination
with central agencies.Second
Parrikar pushed for regula-
tions to control the sale and
consumption of liquor in
tourist areas. This included
measures such as restricting
liquor outlets and promoting
responsible drinking
through awareness cam-
paigns.Dhami government
in Uttarakhand too needs to
make the presence of the
cops more effective and con-
trol the misery that the res-
idents of the city are being
made to face.  It’s  also
depressing for those who
regularly visit Doon to spend
some time in peace who are
now ending up being shooed
by the blaring horns of
speeding vehicles.
(The writer is the author and

president, of the Centre for
Reforms, Development &

Justice; views are personal) 
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In the pantheon of the lead-
ers belonging to the
Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP), the name of the late
Manohar Parrikar would

always be taken with a lot of
respect. A Goan and an IITan,
Parrikar was never happy with
the stereotypical image of his
state being a tourist destination
for cheap alcohol, drugs and also
sex.While Goa attracted tourists
for its natural beauty and cultur-
al magnetism, since the 1990s,
there has been a noticeable
increase in visitors drawn to the
state for its permissive environ-
ment regarding alcohol, drugs,
and sex tourism. Manohar
Parrikar was vocal about his
reservations concerning this shift
in the tourist profile. He believed
that such trends would tarnish
Goa’s image and disrupt the
social fabric of the state once and
for all.A leaf could be taken out
from the books of Parrikar by the
current Chief Minister of
Uttrakhand, Pushkar Singh
Dhami regarding a similar crisis
being faced by the Himalayan
state. 
Take a drive from Clock Tower
in Dehradun on the legendary
Rajpur Road to Mussoorie, you
will realise that all the cars
parked on the roadside are dou-
bling up as bars.This ‘car-o-bar’
would often be a vehicle with a
Haryana, UP and Punjab num-
ber plate. The two days that one
was in the Doon Valley recent-
ly, as these bars roared in the
costly model cars, one could not
find a single soul in the police
uniform to check them.
Somewhere it seemed that the
absence of the cops on this road
was deliberate to let these bars
prosper.Dehradun was once
known as the bakery capital of
India. These bakery shops lining
Rajpur Road have been overtak-
en by wine shops with glitzy
lights announcing prominently
what they sell. Well, one cannot
protest about the shops but buy-
ing bottles and drinking outside
on the roads have to be surely
protested.Author Ratna
Manucha, whose family has
stayed in the valley for ages, calls
these ‘car-o-baris’ the Aliens
from the other states. “Each
year the crowds coming into my
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The petrodollar system,
inaugurated in 1974, has
long been a linchpin of

global finance and geopolitics.
Established through an agree-
ment between the United
States and Saudi Arabia, it stip-
ulated that the kingdom would
exclusively sell its oil in US dol-
lars. This arrangement not
only guaranteed a consistent
demand for the dollar but
also directed oil revenues back
into the US economy through
investments in US Treasury
bonds and other financial
assets. 
As a result, the system creat-
ed a significant source of fund-
ing for the US government and
solidified the dollar's status as
the world's primary reserve
currency.Geopolitically, the
petrodollar system forged a
symbiotic relationship between

the US and oil-exporting
nations, particularly those in
the Middle East. 
In exchange for security assur-
ances and economic assis-
tance, these countries commit-
ted to conducting oil transac-
tions in dollars, thereby grant-
ing the US significant sway
over global oil markets and the
broader economy. This sym-
biosis reinforced the US's
geopolitical influence and
allowed it to project power in

the strategically vital Middle
East, ensuring the uninterrupt-
ed flow of oil, which is critical
for the global economy.
Recent developments suggest
a potential departure from
this long-standing arrange-
ment. On June 9, Saudi Arabia
declared its intention to dis-
continue exclusive oil sales in
US dollars. This decision is
part of a broader strategy to
diversify the Saudi economy
and diminish reliance on oil
revenues. The move away
from the petrodollar system is
seen by some as a step towards
strengthening ties with other
economic powers, notably
China, which seeks to promote
its currency, the yuan, as an
alternative in global trade.
The role of Henry Kissinger, a
pivotal figure in establishing
the petrodollar system, under-

scores its historical signifi-
cance. Kissinger’s negotiations
with Saudi Arabia in the 1970s
not only secured American
dominance in global finance
but also assured protection for
Saudi Arabia and other Gulf
states, cementing their alliance
with the US through military
cooperation and strategic part-
nerships.
Reactions to Saudi Arabia's
decision vary widely. Analysts
speculate it could weaken the
dollar’s global hegemony,
potentially leading to its depre-
ciation and higher inflation
rates in the US. However, mit-
igating factors include the US’s
current status as an oil
exporter, reducing vulnera-
bility to fluctuations in oil
prices and currency dynamics.
The broader implications for
the global economy remain

uncertain. A shift away from
the dollar in oil transactions
could promote greater curren-
cy diversification and lessen
dependence on the US finan-
cial system. For oil-importing
countries, this shift could offer
more stable pricing if transac-
tions are conducted in their
own currencies or other stable
alternatives.In conclusion,
Saudi Arabia's strategic pivot
signifies a significant evolution
in global financial systems.

While it may not immediate-
ly dismantle the petrodollar’s
influence, it signals a transition
towards a more multipolar
economic order, where multi-
ple currencies could assume
pivotal roles in global trade
and finance. This transfor-
mation is anticipated to unfold
gradually, with profound
implications for international
relations and economic strate-
gies worldwide. 
Throughout decades, the
petrodollar system has upheld
the dollar's global dominance,
intertwining economic power
with geopolitical
influence.ConclusionThe
petrodollar system's historical
context and its prospective
decline illustrate the dynamic
nature of global financial and
geopolitical landscapes. 
The shift in Saudi Arabia's pol-

icy highlights the kingdom's
strategic intent to align itself
more closely with emerging
economic powers and reduce
its over-reliance on oil revenue.
This move is emblematic of a
broader global trend toward
economic diversification and
the quest for greater financial
sovereignty among oil-pro-
ducing nations.
The gradual erosion of the
petrodollar system could her-
ald the rise of alternative finan-
cial paradigms, challenging
the entrenched supremacy of
the US dollar. As countries
explore new avenues for con-
ducting international trade
and finance, the world may
witness an increase in curren-
cy diversification, potentially
leading to a more balanced and
less US-centric global econo-
my. Such a shift could also

encourage more equitable eco-
nomic partnerships and
reduce the economic vulner-
abilities associated with depen-
dence on a single dominant
currency. Moreover, the poten-
tial decline of the petrodollar
system invites a reexamination
of existing geopolitical
alliances and economic depen-
dencies. 
The ripple effects of these
changes could extend beyond
the realm of finance, influenc-
ing international diplomacy,
trade policies, and even secu-
rity dynamics The focus will
likely shift toward fostering a
more multipolar financial
ecosystem that accommo-
dates a diverse array of cur-
rencies and economic influ-
ences. 

(The writer is an associate
professor; views are personal)
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ed in 2020 to invigorate the
domestic manufacturing sector,
showing the desired results. The
progress of schemes worth over
Rs.2 lakh crore covering 14 sec-
tors, especially in labour-intensive
sectors like automobiles, auto
components, textiles, IT hard-
ware, and medical devices, it has
been slow. 
The PLI scheme's broader goals,
such as job creation, attracting
substantial investments, enhanc-
ing exports, and positioning India
as a global manufacturing hub,
have yet to be fulf i l led.
Restructure GST: The current
Goods and Service Tax(GST)
structure applies to over 1250
items and services, with standard
tax rates of 5%, 12%, 18%, and the
highest rate of 28%. Additionally,
there are zero and special rates of
0.25%, 1.5%, and 3% for certain
goods and services. 
To address inflation and tax-
related issues, a restructuring of
the tax system is necessary. This
could involve transitioning from
the existing four-slab structure to
a two-slab model and providing
exemptions for items such as
farm implements, which were
previously exempted under the
Pre-GST regime. 
Opportunities in next-genera-
tion sectors: Opportunities in
renewable energy, aerospace, and
high-tech manufacturing sectors
such as semiconductors and
mobile devices is a case in point
as the $ 12 billion exports in FY
23, more than double the $ 4.8 bil-
lion in FY20, are rapidly emerg-
ing as the world transitions to a

green and connected future.
Building a solid foundation in
these sectors requires focusing on
R&D, investments in technology
transfers, global tie-ups, and
incentivizing investments, along
with collaboration across acade-
mia, industry, and the govern-
ment.
Smart manufacturing stack:
India's technology stack is a lead-
ing example of digital disruption
at scale and showcases the coun-
try's capabilities for innovative
solutions.A similar innovative
leap in manufacturing, oriented
toward the next generation of
smart industrial clusters, connect-
ed factories, enhanced efficiency
and reduced waste, high-pro-
ductivity assets, end-to-end value
chain transparency, and tech-
enabled real-time interventions,
can be significant differentia-
tors.Accelerate future-ready
infrastructure: India's inefficien-
cies are costing the nation heav-
ily in time and money. 
It is imperative to reduce current
logistics costs from 8-10 per cent
to 6 per cent of GDP by 2030. This
requires a $1.2 billion invest-
ment in industry-focused corri-
dors. To provide a level playing
field to the northern India man-
ufacturing hubs, away from sea-
ports, especially land-locked bor-
der states like Punjab needs pol-
icy-backed support to combat
over double freight burden in
comparison to southern-western
states. 
Labour-intensive manufacturing:
As technological advancements
drive productivity in manufactur-

ing across various sectors, the
government also needs to address
the transition of the workforce
from agriculture and other fields.
The 2024 India Employment
Report by the International
Labour Organization (ILO)
emphasizes the need to promote
labour-intensive manufacturing
and enhance efforts in skilling. It
is crucial to prioritize skill devel-
opment, and industry leaders
should play a pivotal role in dri-
ving this initiative.
The Way Forward: A thriving
and self-reliant domestic manu-
facturing sector is essential for
India to achieve inclusive growth
by implementing an aggressive
and effective reform agenda and
navigating geopolitical risks and
climate change-driven calami-
ties. 
It is crucial to ensure that the
recent promises made in the poll
can be fulfilled to transform India
into a global manufacturing hub,
resulting in employment genera-
tion and tangible progress. India
has the capacity and resources to
excel in this area, and it's time for
the new government to make it
happen. 

(The Author is Vice-Chairman of
Sonalika ITL Group, Vice-

Chairman(Cabinet minister
rank) of the Punjab Economic

Policy and Planning Board,
Chairman of ASSOCHAM

Northern Region Development
Council and President of Tractor

and Mechanization
Association(TMA). Views

expressed are personal)

There has been a long-standing
vision to make India a global
manufacturing hub to create mil-

lions of jobs. However, considering
India's size and status as one of the
world's fastest-growing economies, it's
perplexing how the potential for job cre-
ation and growth in the manufacturing
sector has been overlooked for so
long.The new government must imple-
ment a new industrial policy having deci-
sive measures to address current struc-
tural constraints and reshape India’s
manufacturing sector in response to
global supply chain shifts. This is crucial
for achieving a GDP of $5 trillion and
making India the world’s third-largest
economy by 2027. It's alarming that
unemployment among young people
with graduate degrees is at an all-time
high of 29 per cent as India moves
towards becoming the third-largest econ-
omy.In 2019, manufacturing was the sec-
ond-largest employer in India after agri-
culture, but it has now fallen to fourth
place behind the construction sector,
trade, and hospitality. 
The National Sample Survey
Organisation(NSO) data shows that
45.5% of the workforce is employed in
agriculture, 12.4% in construction, and
only 11.6% in manufacturing, despite its
potential to create a multitude of job
opportunities. Manufacturing still
employs around 60 million people in
India, effective action is needed to
unlock its full potential for job creation
at large.India's impressive growth is hin-
dered by the lacklustre performance of
the manufacturing sector, which has
shown limited expansion over the past 25
years. Unlike other countries, India's pro-
duction structure has shifted directly
from agriculture to services-driven
growth, resulting in a stagnant contribu-
tion of manufacturing to India's GDP at
15-17%, significantly lower than in East
and South-East Asian countries. China
has a 31.63% share of global manufactur-
ing, the US has 15.87%, Japan 6.52%,
Germany 4.78%, and India 2.87%. This
highlights the urgent need for India to
address the challenges in its manufactur-
ing sector.
The reasons for this stagnation could be
diverse, such as high tax burden, over-
burdened regulatory compliances, inad-
equate infrastructure and connectivity,
unreliable electricity, lack of access to
credit or a skilled workforce, and insuf-
ficient focus on research, development,
and technology adoption. 
Despite these obstacles, Indian manufac-
turers are now more emboldened to tran-
scend their comfort zones and align with
the nation's goal of becoming a global
player. 
Areas to be addressed:
Focus on sectors of strength: There are
strong capabilities in various sectors such
as automobiles (especially e-vehicles, to
raise its current share from 7% to over
30%), pharmaceuticals and chemicals,
textiles and apparel, engineering goods,
farm-implements, and bicycles. However,
there are significant gaps in mega-scale
facilities that can anchor large-scale
exports. The reliability of supporting
infrastructure and fostering global part-
nerships for MSMEs are critical for
accelerating growth.
Revisit PLI: It is necessary to reevaluate
the effectiveness of the Production
Linked Incentives (PLI) scheme, creat-
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In a dramatic political devel-
opment, Nepal’s two largest

parties - Nepali Congress and
CPN-UML - have inked a
midnight power-sharing deal
to form a new ‘national con-
sensus government’ to replace
the coalition government led
by Prime Minister Pushpa
Kamal Dahal “Prachanda”, who
on Tuesday refused to resign.
Nepali Congress President
Sher Bahadur Deuba and
Communist Party of Nepal-
Unified Marxist Leninist
(CPN-UML) chairman and
former prime minister K P
Sharma Oli reached an under-
standing on forming a new
coalition on Monday mid-
night, according to former
foreign minister Narayan
Prakash Saud. Deuba, 78 and
Oli, 72, agreed to share the
Prime Ministerial position on

a rotation basis for the rest of
the term of the Parliament, said
Saud, who is also a Nepali
Congress central member.
Nepali Congress, the largest
party in the House of
Representatives (HoR), has 89
seats at present, while CPN-
UML has 78 seats. The com-
bined strength of the two large
parties is 167, which is suffi-
cient for a majority of 138 seats
in the 275-member HoR. The
two leaders also met on
Saturday to lay the ground for
a potential new political
alliance between the two par-
ties, following which Oli’s
CPN-UML ended its associa-
tion with the Prachanda-led
government barely four
months after extending sup-
port to it. Embattled Prime
Minister Prachanda has decid-
ed not to resign from the post
despite the agreement between
the Nepali Congress and CPN-

UML.
In a meeting of the
Communist Party of Nepal
(Maoist Centre) office-bearers
held in Baluwatar, Prachanda
said he would rather face a vote
of confidence in Parliament
than resign from the post, the
party Secretary Ganesh Shah
told PTI.
Prachanda, 69, has won three
votes of confidence in
Parliament during his one-
and-a-half-year term. Nepal
has had 13 governments in the
last 16 years, indicating the
fragile nature of the Himalayan
nation’s political system.
Under the agreement that is
likely to be finalised on
Tuesday, the CPN-UML chief
Oli will lead the government in
the first phase of the remain-
ing term of Parliament. The
two leaders have agreed to
share the premiership for one
and a half years, turn by turn,

Saud said.
The two leaders tentatively
agreed to form a new govern-
ment, amend the Constitution,
and work out a power-sharing
formula, which they reported-
ly shared with a few confidants,
media reports said, quoting
multiple senior leaders from
both parties.
The ministers belonging to
the CPN-UML in the
Prachanda-led Cabinet are
likely to resign en-mass in the
afternoon, sources close to the
CPN-UML said. CPN-UML
secretary Shanker Pokharel
has told media persons that an
agreement was reached with
the Nepali Congress to form a
national government led by
Oli, a former prime minister.
The new government will be
formed to maintain political
stability in the country and
make necessary amendments
to the Constitution.
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The star president of France’s National
Rally will take the helm of government

only if the party wins an absolute major-
ity in Sunday’s second round of legislative
elections, the leading far-right figure
Marine Le Pen said Tuesday.  The National
Rally, under party president Jordan
Bardella, secured the most votes in the first
round of the surprise legislative elections
on June 30 but not enough to claim over-
all victory. “We cannot accept going into
government if we cannot act,” Le Pen said
in an interview Tuesday with public
broadcaster France Inter. “It would be the
worst betrayal of our voters.” 
Round one on Sunday propelled the
National Rally closer than ever to govern-
ment but also left open the possibility that
voters could yet block its path to power in
the second and final round on July 7. 
Le Pen’s party and its opponents in the left-
wing alliance of the New Popular Front as
well as President Emmanuel Macron’s
weakened centrists are all seeking to deny
the far right an absolute majority by ral-

lying supporters in high-stakes campaign-
ing this week.
The National Rally and its allies could
secure a working majority in parliament
in the final round on Sunday. Or they
could fall short, stymied at the last hurdle
by opponents who still hope to prevent the
formation of France’s first far-right govern-
ment since World War II.
Both scenarios are fraught with uncertain-
ty for France and its influence in Europe
and beyond. 
With the stakes high and the time frame
compressed, the election has overshad-
owed preparations for Paris to host the
Olympic Games, which open in less than
a month. To block the far right’s ascent to
government, some leftist and centrist
candidates who did not win outright in
round one but qualified for round two have
stepped aside. Candidates have until 6 pm
Tuesday to decide whether to stay in the
race or withdraw. By pulling out, oppo-
nents of the National Rally might divert
votes to other candidates better positioned
to beat the far right on Sunday.
“We have one objective today (and that)
to deny an absolute majority to the

National Rally,” said François Ruffin of the
hard-left France Unbowed party that is
part of the new National Front alliance
along with French greens, Socialists and
Communists. 
Macron dissolved the National Assembly
and called the snap election on June 9, after
a stinging defeat at the hands of the
National Rally in French voting for the
European Parliament. The deeply unpop-
ular and weakened president gambled that
the far right would not repeat that success
when the country’s own fate was in the bal-
ance. But Macron’s plan backfired. He is
now accused, even by members of his own
camp, of having opened a door for the
National Rally by calling voters back to the
ballot box, especially when so many are
angry over inflation, the cost of living,
immigration and at Macron himself.
The far right tapped into voter frustration
with inflation and low incomes and a sense
that many French families are being left
behind by globalisation. Le Pen’s party
campaigned on a platform that promised
to raise consumer spending power, slash
immigration and take a tougher line on
European Union rules. 
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President Joe Biden’s reelec-
tion campaign and the

Democratic National Committee
reported raising USD 264 million
in the year’s second quarter, an
impressive haul that may help
them calm fears within their own
party about last week’s shaky
debate performance.
The total announced Tuesday

includes USD 127 million collect-
ed during June alone, when the
campaign says it took in more
than USD 33 million on the day
of the debate and in its aftermath.
Biden also has USD 240 million
in cash on hand, outpacing the
USD 212 million it reported hav-
ing last month.
Biden campaign manager Julie
Chavez Rodriguez called the
totals “a testament to the commit-
ted and growing base of support-
ers standing firmly behind the
president.”The announced totals
come as Biden’s campaign contin-
ues to scramble to quell panic
among some Democrats, who
have questioned whether the
president can win November’s
election after a debate where he
appeared raspy, trailed off and at
times gave convoluted answers.

Some of the campaign’s top lead-
ers have held multiple calls since
the debate, preaching patience to
donors and top surrogates.
Campaign officials nonetheless
insist there’s been no discussion
“whatsoever” of Biden exiting
the race nor of any staff shakeups.
Former President Donald Trump,
who is set to accept the Republican
presidential nomination at the
party’s convention this month in
Milwaukee, has yet to announce
the quarterly fundraising totals for
his campaign and affiliated enti-
ties. A spokesman said they would
release them “when we’re ready.”
Biden enjoyed a large fundraising
advantage over Trump in the early

stages of the race, but the former
president has narrowed the gap
more recently. In April, which is
included in Tuesday’s full second
quarter totals, Biden and the
DNC reported raising more than
USD 51 million. 
That was well short of the USD 76
million that Trump and the
Republican Party reported taking
in for that month. Trump also
reported raising USD 141 million
in May, padded by tens of millions
of dollars in contributions that
flowed in after Trump’s guilty ver-
dict in his criminal hush money
trial.
Biden’s most recent quarterly total
was enhanced by a glitzy June
fundraiser in Los Angeles that he
held with superstars George
Clooney and Julia Roberts and
former President Barack Obama.
That event took in more than
USD 30 million, a record for a
Democratic candidate.
The president’s campaign said
nearly half of the donations that
came after the debate were from
first-time donors. It said 95 per
cent of all second-quarter dona-
tions were under USD 200, and
more than 1.5 million total donors
made over 2.8 million contribu-
tions.
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José Raúl Mulino was sworn
in Monday as Panama’s next

president, facing pressure to
slow irregular migration
through the Darien Gap that
connects his country with
Colombia. The 65-year-old for-
mer security minister has
promised to shut down migra-
tion through the jungle-clad
and largely lawless border.More
than half a million people tra-
versed the corridor last year
and more than 190,000 people
have crossed so far in 2024,
with most of the migrants hail-
ing from Venezuela, Ecuador,
Colombia and China.“I won’t
allow Panama to be an open
path for thousands of people
who enter our country illegal-
ly, supported by an internation-
al organisation related to drug
trafficking and human traffick-
ing,” Mulino said Monday, after
he was sworn in. “I understand
that there are deep-rooted rea-
sons for migration, but each
country has to resolve its prob-
lems.”Last week on a visit to the
Darien, Mulino announced he
would seek an agreement with
the United States government
to aid in deporting migrants
who crossed into Panama. US
Homeland Security Secretary

Alejandro Mayorkas was
among those who attended his
inauguration.The US role
would largely be covering the
cost of deportation flights.
Panama’s Foreign Affairs
Minister-designate Javier
Martínez Acha said Sunday
that the US would help cover
the costs, but that the amounts
were not yet set.“As the key
issue on his agenda, Mulino has
promised to end irregular
immigration through the
Darien Gap,” said Michael
Shifter, adjunct professor at
Georgetown University. “The
new president appears to be
supremely committed to this
idea.” “However, it won’t be easy
to carry out this policy, groups
and interests can be expected
to come out against it,” Shifter

said. The US government will
have to shoulder the costs of
deportation, he said. Panama’s
active efforts to stop and deport
migrants would be a massive
shift. Under the outgoing
administration, Panama had
sought to help migrants cross
the country quickly and in an
orderly fashion. Migrants
emerge from the jungle, regis-
ter with authorities and are
swept across the country to the
Costa Rican border. The pres-
idents of Costa Rica and
Colombia also attended the
inauguration.

Strengthening enforcement
efforts in Panama could poten-
tially reduce the number of
migrants reaching the US bor-
der, at least for a time until new
routes are established. But it

could also force migrants to
riskier paths and be a boon for
smugglers. Mulino won the
election in May in a crowded
field with more than 30 per
cent of the vote. He replaced
former President Ricardo
Martinelli as candidate after the
former leader was banned from
running after being sentenced
to 10 years in prison for money
laundering. In addition to
migration, Mulino will have to
manage one of the world’s key
trade routes, the Panama Canal,
which was forced to limit traf-
fic this year by persistent
drought. He will also have to
find a way to plug a hole in
Panama’s budget caused by the
scrapping of a major mining
concession after popular
protests. On Monday, Mulino
criticised the outgoing admin-
istration of President
Laurentino Cortizo for leaving
him a limping economy and
high levels of public debt. “I will
have an administration main-
ly focused on resolving the
problem of the great majority
of Panamanians,” Mulino said.
“That doesn’t mean getting rid
of wealth, but rather combat-
ing poverty.” He promised to
launch a programme aimed at
youth employment and an
effort to rebuild the country’s
roads and highways. 
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The Hague (AP): The
Netherlands has a different
prime minister for the first time
in 14 years as
Dutch King
W i l l e m -
A l e x a n d e r
swore in the
country’s new
g o v e r n m e n t
Tuesday, more
than seven
months after
elections. The
anti-immigra-
tion, anti-Islam party of fire-
brand Geert Wilders won the
largest share of seats in elec-
tions last year but it took 223
days for the four parties in the
coalition to form a govern-
ment.Dick Schoof, former head
of the Dutch intelligence
agency and counterterrorism
office, signed the official royal
decree at Huis Ten Bosch
Palace, saying he “declared and
promised” to uphold his duties
as the country’s prime minis-
ter. The 67-year-old was for-
mally installed alongside 15
other ministers who make up
the country’s right-leaning
coalition. 
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Singapore is prepared in prin-
ciple to recognise Palestine as

a state and will make this move
at an appropriate time, Foreign
Minister Vivian Balakrishnan
said in Parliament on Tuesday,
emphasising that the country has
advocated a negotiated two-state
solution, consistent with the rel-
evant UN Security Council res-
olutions to achieve lasting peace.
“In particular, there needs to be
an effective Palestinian govern-
ment that accepts Israel’s right to
exist and categorically rejects
terrorism,” Dr Balakrishnan said.
“Both sides have legitimate rights,
and both peoples have a right to
live in peace and dignity within
secure borders,” The Straits Times
quoted the Singapore minister as
saying.
He was responding to questions
from parliamentarians on
Singapore’s May 10 decision to
vote for a United Nations reso-
lution backing the admission of

Palestine as a member of the
world body, which it said was
made after “serious and careful
consideration”.Dr Balakrishnan
urged both sides to seize the
moment to take steps towards a
long-lasting peace and put an end
to the suffering that has “gone on
for too long”.
“Ultimately, Israelis and
Palestinians would need to exer-
cise leadership and would have
to work together to forge a bet-
ter future for their people. As
Singapore is a friend to both,
Singapore will continue to offer
our encouragement and our tan-
gible support to both Palestinians
and Israelis,” he said. The minis-
ter also reiterated the principles
guiding Singapore’s position on
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
He pointed out that Singapore
has consistently advocated a
negotiated two-state solution,
consistent with the relevant UN
Security Council resolutions, as
a way for Israelis and Palestinians
to live side by side in peace and

security.“This is the only viable
path for achieving a comprehen-
sive, just, and durable solution to
this conflict,” the broadsheet had
Dr Balakrishnan as saying in the
House.Answering a question
about the thresholds that need to
be crossed for Singapore to
recognise the state of Palestine,
Dr Balakrishnan said it depends
on whether there is an effective
Palestinian government or lead-
ership that represents all
Palestinians.
This authority should have effec-
tive control over the West Bank
and the Gaza Strip, and the
mandate and authority to nego-
tiate with the Israelis on behalf of
the Palestinians, he said. “So, I
would say that we are not going
to lock ourselves into a specific
time, or to whether or not other
countries have made decisions in
parallel on the same fundamen-
tal question,” he added.
Dr Balakrishnan said that
Singapore has consistently sup-
ported the right of the Palestinian

people to a homeland. On April
18 this year, a UN Security
Council resolution that recom-
mended that Palestine be admit-
ted to the United Nations was
vetoed.  On May 10, the General
Assembly took up a resolution
expressing support for Palestine’s
membership in the UN and rec-
ommending that the Security
Council reconsider this matter
favourably.  Singapore had voted
in favour of this resolution.
The vote in the UN General
Assembly was supported by 143
members and opposed by nine –
including the United States and
Israel – while 25 members
abstained.  “Singapore voted in
favour of this resolution after very
careful consideration, and this
reflected our hope to encourage
both Israel and Palestine to
resume direct negotiations
towards a two-state solution, at
a time when in fact, the prospects
for such negotiations were
increasingly bleak,” said Dr
Balakrishnan. 
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Iran’s presidential candidates
on Monday accused each

other of having no solution for
the country’s problems ahead of
Friday’s runoff election aimed at
choosing a successor for the late
President Ebrahim Raisi, who
died last month in a helicopter
crash.
During a more than two-hour
debate on public TV, reformist
candidate Masoud Pezeshkian
attacked his competitor, Saeed
Jalili, a hard-line former nuclear
negotiator, for his lack of expe-
rience, saying: “Tell me, what
single company have you ever
managed to make you capable
of running the country? Jalili,
who is known as the “Living
Martyr” after losing a leg in the
1980s Iran-Iraq war and is
famous among Western diplo-
mats for his haranguing lectures
and hard-line stances, defend-
ed himself highlighting his
career and several positions

held, including that of top
nuclear negotiator.
Pezeshkian further questioned
his opponent on what plans he
would have for reaching a
nuclear deal, with Jalili respond-
ing he would approach it “based
on strength not weakness,” with-
out providing details. Jalili
accused Pezeshkian of having
no plans for managing the
country, saying his presidency
would drive the country to a
“backward position,” as it was
under relatively moderate for-
mer President Hassan Rouhani
(2013-2021). Rouhani struck a
nuclear deal with world powers
that capped Iran’s uranium
enrichment in return to lifting
sanctions but later, in 2018,
President Trump pulled the US
out from the landmark deal
abruptly restoring harsh sanc-
tions on Iran.
Jalili said that “with the support
of people,” Iran would achieve
an economic growth of 8 per
cent a year, a promise

Pezeshkian mocked, saying
authorities should be allowed to
“execute him if he failed” to
deliver on it.
Iran must implement “a dynam-
ic foreign policy” if it wants to
have a successful economy, Jalili
said, adding that it should not
be limited to those nations that
it has a problem with — a ref-
erence to the US and the west-
ern world. Instead, he said,
“Iran should look to the other
200 nations in the world where
“foreign relations should be
improved.”
Pezeshkian said his foreign pol-
icy will be based on “engage-
ment with the world” including
engaging in “negotiations for
lifting sanctions.”
Both sides promised to address
the problems of the country’s
poor, workers, women, ethnic
groups and religious minorities,
and vowed to provide better and
faster internet — a plea to a
younger generation that showed
apathy during Friday’s vote.
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North Korea said Tuesday it
had test-fired a new tacti-

cal ballistic missile capable of
carrying “a super-large war-
head,” a claim quickly disputed
by South Korean officials and
experts who speculate the
North likely fabricated a suc-
cessful test to conceal a botched
launch.
It’s the second time that South
Korea has questioned North
Korea’s claim on the develop-
ment of new weapons in recent
days, as the rivals are locked in
heightened animosities over
the North’s testing activities.
The North’s official Korean
Central News Agency said that
Monday’s test involved the
Hwasongpho-11 Da-4.5 missile,
which can carry a 4.5 ton-class
warhead.  It said the test was
meant to verify the weapon’s

flight stability and hit accuracy
at the maximum range of 500
kilometres and the minimum
range of 90 kilometres. The test
apparently refers to the two bal-
listic missile launches that
South Korea said North Korea
performed Monday. Joint
Chiefs of Staff spokesperson Lee
Sung Joon said at a briefing later
Tuesday that the second North

Korean missile was found to
have fallen on an uninhabited
area near Pyongyang, the
North’s capital. He said he
could find few previous test-
launches by North Korea that
have aimed at ground target
sites.
“Regarding the North Korean
assessment, we’re weighing a
possibility of deception,” Lee

said. The South Korean military
has said the second North
Korean missile possibly trav-
elled abnormally during the ini-
tial stage of its flight. It said if
the missile exploded, its debris
would likely have scattered on
the ground.
The KCNA dispatch didn’t say
from where it launched the new
missile and where it landed.
Unlike previous weapons tests,
North Korea also didn’t publi-
cise any photos of Monday’s
test. The fact that it tested both
the missile’s maximum and
minimum ranges suggested
North Korea performed two
launches. KCNA, citing North
Korea’s Missile Administration,
reported that North Korea will
test-fire the missile again later
in July to verify the perfor-
mances of its simulated war-
head at the medium range of
250 kilometres.
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Geneva (AP): The UN weather
agency said Tuesday that Tropical
Cyclone Freddy, a deadly Indian
Ocean storm that lashed eastern
Africa last year, was confirmed to
be the longest-lasting cyclone
ever recorded at 36 days. Freddy
topped the previous record held
by Hurricane John, which struck
Hawaii and lasted almost 30
days in the northern Pacific
three decades ago, the World
Meteorological Organization
(WMO) said as it released a study
which began as Freddy waned in
March last year. It was also the
second-longest in terms of dis-
tance traveled, at some 12,785
kilometers (7,945 miles) — while
John was more than 13,000 kilo-
meters, the agency said. In the
wake of Freddy, more than 1,200
were reported dead or missing in
Malawi while more than 180
people died in Mozambique, the
WMO said.
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The United Nations General
Assembly adopted a Chinese-

sponsored resolution with US
support urging wealthy devel-
oped nations to close the widen-
ing gap with poorer developing
countries and ensure that they
have equal opportunities to use
and benefit from artificial intel-
ligence.
The resolution approved Monday
follows the March 21 adoption of
the first UN resolution on artifi-
cial intelligence spearheaded by
the United States and co-spon-
sored by 123 countries including
China. It gave global support to
the international effort to ensure
that AI is “safe, secure and trust-
worthy” and that all nations can
take advantage of it. Adoption of
the two non-binding resolutions
shows that the United States
and China, rivals in many areas,
are both determined to be key

players in shaping the future of
this powerful new technology —
and have been cooperating on
these first important internation-
al steps. The adoption of both res-
olutions by consensus by the 193-
member General Assembly
shows widespread global support
for their leadership on the issue.
China’s UN Ambassador Fu
Cong told reporters Monday
that the two resolutions are com-
plementary, with the US measure
being “more general” and the
just-adopted one focusing on
“capacity building.” He called
the Chinese resolution, which
had over 140 sponsors, “great and
far-reaching,” and said, “We’re
very appreciative of the positive
role that the US has played in this
whole process.”
Fu said AI technology is advanc-
ing extremely fast and the issue
has been discussed at very senior
levels, including by the US and
Chinese leaders.

“We do look forward to intensi-
fying our cooperation with the
United States and for that mat-
ter with all countries in the
world on this issue, which … will
have far-reaching implications in
all dimensions,” he said.
The Chinese ambassador, how-
ever, strongly criticized the US
Treasury Department’s proposed
rule, announced on June 21, that
would restrict and monitor US
investments in China for artifi-
cial intelligence, computer chips
and quantum computing. “We
are firmly opposed to these sanc-
tions,” Fu said. China doesn’t
believe the rule will be “helpful
to the healthy development of the
AI technology per se, and will, by
extension, divide the world in
terms of the standards, and in
terms of the rules governing AI.”
He called on the US to lift the
sanctions. The Chinese resolu-
tion calls on the international
community “to provide and pro-

mote a fair, open, inclusive and
non-discriminatory business
environment,” from AI’s design
and development to its use. Fu
said China doesn’t think the US
actions foster an inclusive busi-
ness environment. Both the US
and Chinese resolutions focus on
the civilian applications of AI, but
Fu told reporters the military
dimension of artificial intelligence
is also very important. 
“We do believe that it is necessary
for the international communi-
ty to take measures to reduce the
dangers and the risks posed by
the development of AI,” he said.
China is actively participating in
negotiations in Geneva on con-
trolling lethal autonomous
weapons, Fu said, adding that
some countries are considering
proposing a General Assembly
resolution this year on the mili-
tary dimension of AI — “and we
are in broad support of that ini-
tiative.”
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Pakistani diplomats held a
“good” meeting with the

representatives of Afghanistan’s
Taliban-led interim government
in Qatar this week during which
they discussed bilateral and
regional issues, in what was
seen as an effort to ease tension
and mend strained ties between
the two neighbours. The Afghan
Taliban delegation, which was in
Qatar’s capital of Doha to attend
a UN-sponsored meeting on
Afghanistan this week, was host-
ed over a dinner by the Pakistani
mission in Qatar on the sidelines
of the conference, the Dawn
newspaper reported Tuesday.
Zabihullah Mujahid, chief
Taliban government spokesman
who headed the delegation to
Doha, described his meeting
with Pakistani diplomats as
“good” and expressed the hope
for developing “positive rela-
tions” with Pakistan, the paper
said.
“We had a good meeting with
the special representative of
Pakistan, Asif Durrani, and the
ambassador and consuls of the
country in Qatar,” Mujahid
wrote on X on Tuesday. “I am

grateful for their hospitality and
hope for good and positive rela-
tions for both countries.”
On his part, Durrani said both
sides discussed the “Doha-III,
bilateral and regional issues”
during the meeting, according to
the newspaper.
Pakistan’s envoy to Qatar,
Muhemmed Aejaz, who hosted
the meeting at his residence, said
“Both [sides] remain neigh-
bours and brothers and have a
lot in common, including a
strong desire for regional peace
and security.”
During his speech at the open-
ing session of the UN-sponsored
meeting on Afghanistan on June
30, Durrani raised the issue of
militancy and urged the Afghan
interim government to take
action against the Tehreek-e-
Taliban and other terror groups.
Pakistan has repeatedly called on
the Afghan interim government
to prevent its soil from being
used against it by the Tehreek-
e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) and
other terrorist groups - a claim
rejected by Kabul. Pakistani and
Taliban officials also had anoth-
er interaction in Doha at a
quadrilateral meeting along with
Uzbekistan and Qatar officials.

“On the sidelines of Doha-III, a
quadrilateral meeting between
Pakistan, Afghanistan,
Uzbekistan, and Qatar reviewed
the Trans-Afghan Railway pro-
ject to connect Uzbekistan and
Pakistan via Afghanistan. The
project will effectively connect
South & Central Asia,” Durrani
wrote on X. Mujahid, who
attended the quadrilateral meet-
ing said, “All sides called for early
start and completion of the
Trans-Afghan Railway project.”
During the meeting, Durrani
called for enhanced interna-
tional engagement with the
Afghan interim government
and unfreezing Afghanistan’s
assets.
Pakistan also highlighted the
issue of Afghan refugees and
called for creating a conducive
environment in Afghanistan
for their repatriation. Relations
between the two countries have
lately become strained, largely
because of the TTP but also due
to frequent border skirmishes.
On Saturday, Pakistan’s Defence
Minister Khawaja Asif slammed
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Hurricane Beryl roared
through open waters on

Tuesday as a monstrous
Category 5 storm on a path that
would take it near Jamaica
and the Cayman Islands after
earlier making landfall in the
southeast Caribbean, killing at
least two people.
A hurricane warning was in
effect for Jamaica and a hurri-
cane watch for Grand Cayman,
Little Cayman and Cayman
Brac. Beryl was forecast to
start losing intensity on
Tuesday but still to be near
major hurricane strength when
it passes near Jamaica on
Wednesday, the Cayman
Islands on Thursday and
Mexico’s Yucatan Peninsula on
Friday, according to the
National Hurricane Center.
The center warned that Beryl
was expected to bring life-
threatening winds and storm
surge to Jamaica, where officials
warned residents in flood-
prone areas to prepare for
evacuation.
“I am encouraging all
Jamaicans to take the hurricane
as a serious threat,” Prime
Minister Andrew Holness said
in a public address late
Monday. “It is, however, not a
time to panic.”
Beryl is the earliest Category 5
storm ever to form in the
Atlantic, fueled by record warm
waters. Early Tuesday, the
storm was located about 300

miles (485 km) southeast of Isla
Beata in the Dominican
Republic. It had top winds of
165 mph (270 kph) and was
moving west-northwest at 22
mph (35 kph).
“Beryl remains an impressive
Category 5 hurricane,” the
National Hurricane Center
said.
A tropical storm warning was
in place for the entire southern
coast of Hispaniola, an island
shared by Haiti and the
Dominican Republic.
As the storm barreled through
the Caribbean Sea, rescue
crews in the southeast
Caribbean fanned out across
the region to determine the
extent of the damage that
Hurricane Beryl inflicted after
landing on Carriacou, an island
in Grenada, as a Category 4
storm.
One person was reported killed
in Grenada and another in St.
Vincent and the Grenadines,
officials said.
The fatality in Grenada
occurred after a tree fell on a
house, Kerryne James, minis-
ter of climate resilience, envi-
ronment and renewable ener-
gy, told The Associated Press.
She said the nearby islands of
Carriacou and Petit Martinique
sustained the greatest dam-
age, with water, food and baby
formula a priority.
“There is no communication
whatsoever,” she said. “The
prime minister is doing his best
to get people over there to ren-

der assistance.” An emergency
team was expected to travel to
Carriacou on Tuesday morn-
ing. “The situation requires
our immediate attention, and
all efforts must be made to sup-
port our sister islands,” said
Grenadian Prime Minister
Dickon Mitchell.
Meanwhile, Ralph Gonsalves,
prime minister of St Vincent
and the Grenadines, promised
to rebuild the archipelago in a
statement early Tuesday. He
noted that 90% of homes on
Union Island were destroyed,
and that “similar levels of dev-
astation” were expected on the
islands of Myreau and
Canouan.
The last strong hurricane to hit
the southeast Caribbean was
Hurricane Ivan 20 years ago,
which killed dozens of people
in Grenada.
Beryl has broken several
records, including marking the
farthest east that a hurricane
has formed in the tropical
Atlantic in June, according to
Philip Klotzbach, Colorado
State University hurricane
researcher.
The storm strengthened from
a tropical depression to a major
hurricane in just 42 hours,
which only six other Atlantic
hurricanes have done, and
never before September,
according to hurricane expert
Sam Lillo. Beryl is the second
named storm in the Atlantic
hurricane season, which runs
from June 1 to Nov. 30. 
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APakistani anti-corruption
court on Tuesday granted

pre-arrest bail to jailed ex-
prime minister Imran Khan’s
wife and former first lady
Bushra Bibi in a case of alleged
corruption.

Khan and Bibi, along with
other accused, face charges of
causing a loss of about Rs 50
billion to the national exche-
quer in the Al-Qadir Trust
corruption case, which involves
allegedly providing benefits to
a property tycoon in return for
getting land for a university.

Judge Muhammad Ali
Warraich presided over the
hearing at Adiala Jail in
Rawalpindi, where both Khan
and Bushra Bibi have been
incarcerated in another case,
and approved her pre-arrest
bail plea. However, despite the
grant of bail, Bushra, 49, will

remain behind bars due to a
conviction in the illegal mar-
riage case. Khan, 71, was
already granted pre-arrest bail
in the case by the Islamabad
High Court on May 14 but the
National Accountability Bureau
(NAB) challenged it before the
Supreme Court on June 29. The
NAB filed the Al-Qadir Trust
case in December 2023 against
Khan, his wife, a close family
friend Farah Gogi and others in
the accountability court. Khan
and Bibi were indicted in this
case by a Rawalpindi account-
ability court in February.
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Hungarian Prime Minister
Viktor Orbán was in Kyiv

on Tuesday for talks with
Ukrainian President
Volodymyr Zelenskyy, his first
visit to the neighbouring coun-
try since Russia’s full-scale
invasion in February 2022 as
Budapest has repeatedly broken
ranks with the rest of the
European Union and leaned
toward Moscow.
Orbán’s visit was a rare gesture
in a relationship that has long
been marred by tensions.
Known as Russian President
Vladimir Putin’s closest EU
ally, Orbán has routinely
blocked, delayed or watered
down EU efforts to extend
assistance to Ukraine and to
sanction Moscow over its war,
frustrating both Zelenskyy and
other EU leaders.
Meanwhile, on the war’s front
line, Kyiv’s forces are scram-
bling to hold at bay a Russian
push in eastern Ukraine. Delays
in the provision of crucial
Western military aid left the
Ukrainian army at the mercy of
the Kremlin’s bigger and better-

equipped forces. Orbán’s press
chief, Bertalan Havasi, who
confirmed the visit early
Tuesday to Hungarian news
agency MTI, said the meeting
will be an opportunity for
building peace as Ukraine
fights off Russia’s invasion.
A photo issued by Orbán’s
press office showed the two
men by themselves, facing each

other across a small round
table with their national flags
and an EU flag against a wall.
Signaling frosty relations, Kyiv
is yet to confirm Orbán’s
arrival, a usual protocol with
VIP visits.
This comes a day after Hungary
took over the six-month rotat-
ing presidency of the European
Union, a position that has lit-

tle real power but can be used
to set the tone of the bloc’s
agenda. Hungarian officials
have indicated that they will act
as “honest brokers” in the role
despite worries from some EU
lawmakers that Hungary’s
democratic track record makes
it unfit to lead the bloc.
Kremlin spokesman Dmitry
Peskov played down the impor-
tance of the visit, saying
Hungary “must fulfill (the)
functions” of its EU presiden-
cy and adding that Moscow
had no particular expectations
for its outcome.
Orbán has previously accused
Kyiv of mistreating an ethnic
Hungarian minority in
Ukraine’s western region of
Zakarpattia, a community he
has used to justify his refusal to
provide weapons to Ukraine or
allow their transfer across the
two countries’ shared border.
The self-described “illiberal”
leader has long been accused by
his European partners of dis-
mantling democratic institu-
tions at home and acting as an
obstinate spoiler of key EU pol-
icy priorities. The bloc has
frozen more than $20 billion in

funding to Budapest over
alleged rule-of-law and corrup-
tion violations, and Orbán has
conducted numerous anti-EU
campaigns depicting it as an
overcentralised, repressive
organisation.
Orbán’s visit also comes as he
seeks to recruit members into
a new nationalist alliance that
he hopes will soon become the
largest right-wing group in the
European Parliament. On
Sunday, Orbán met in Vienna
with the leaders of Austria’s far-
right Freedom Party and the
main Czech opposition party,
announcing the formation of
the new group, “Patriots for
Europe”.
The trio would need to attract
lawmakers from at least four
more EU countries to success-
fully form a group in Europe’s
new parliament, which held
elections in June. Right-wing
nationalist parties across
Europe strengthened their
position in the elections, but
ideological differences over the
war in Ukraine and coopera-
tion with Russia have often pre-
vented deeper alliances among
some of the parties.

Colombo (PTI): President
Ranil Wickremesinghe on
Tuesday said “substantial
progress” has been achieved in
Sri Lanka’s debt restructuring,
which he said provided the
much-needed breathing space
for the cash-strapped country to
transform its bankrupt econo-
my into a resilient and stable
one. Briefing Parliament on
the country’s resulting benefits
of the correct course of action,
President Wickremesinghe also
countered the Opposition’s crit-
icism of the debt restructuring
agreement with major bilater-
al creditors and promised to
table all agreements and docu-
ments related to it to a
Parliamentary panel.
In April 2022, the island nation
declared its first-ever sovereign
default since gaining

Independence from Britain in
1948. The unprecedented finan-
cial crisis led President Ranil
Wickremesinghe’s predecessor
Gotabaya Rajapaksa to quit
office in 2022 amid civil unrest.
Earlier last week, President
Wickremesinghe announced
that debt restructuring agree-
ments were finalised with bilat-
eral lenders, including India
and China, in Paris on June 26
and described it as a “significant
milestone” for bolstering inter-
national trust in the debt-rid-
den economy. On Tuesday,
while making a special state-
ment in Parliament,
Wickremesinghe said: “Sri
Lanka’s external debt now totals
USD 37 billion, which includes
USD 10.6 billion in bilateral
credit and USD 11.7 billion in
multilateral credit. 

Islamabad (PTI): Amidst a
legal tussle on the reserved
seats in Pakistan’s legislatures,
Chief Justice Qazi Faez Isa has
ruled that the election commis-
sion was not a subordinate
institution to the Supreme
Court or the government but
an independent authority con-
ferred with a constitutional
role to conduct elections.
He was heading a full court of
the Supreme Court (SC) hear-
ing on Monday on a set of
app-eals by the Sunni Ittehad
Council (SIC) against the
denial of reserved seats to
women and non-Muslim can-
didates, the Dawn newspaper
reported on Tuesday. The top
judge said the Supreme Court
can only exercise its jurisdic-
tion if it is convinced that the
commission has gone beyond
its constitutional role, pointing
out that ideally, all institutions
should fun-ction within their
own pre-scribed domain. 
The Supreme Court ordered
the Election Commission of
Pakistan (ECP) to do a calcu-
lation by applying the formu-
la of allotting reserved seats
among poli-tical parties based
on the election results of 2018
by excluding, as well as includ-
ing, independents to under-
stand the difference, the report
said. The bench intends to
understand the actual calcula-
tions of allocation of reserved
seats applied to the results of
the February 8 elections, the
report said. Last month, the
ECP submitted to the Supreme
Court that jailed former prime
minister Imran Khan’s party-
backed Sunni Ittehad Council
(SIC) is not eligible for reserved
seats as the party does not allow
non-Muslims to be a part of it.
The ECP filed a reply before the
Supreme Court to the SIC plea
against the rejection of its
claim on reserved seats for
women and minorities in the
national and provincial assem-
blies after the general election
held on February 8.
The ECP said that reserved
seats cannot be allocated to the
SIC, which is backed by 71-
year-old Khan’s Pakistan
Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI), as the
party failed to submit the list of
nominees for the reserved seats
by the deadline of December
24.
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AUN group has demanded
the immediate release of

Pakistan’s jailed former prime
minister Imran Khan, saying at
least two cases slapped on him
were “politically motivated”
and aimed to exclude him from
the country’s political scene.
The United Nations Working
Group on Arbitrary Detention
adopted its opinion on the 71-
year-old Pakistan Tehreek-e-
Insaf (PTI) party founder’s
detention in its 99th session
from March 18-27 in Geneva.
The UN body said that Khan’s
detention and prosecution in
the first Toshakhana corruption
case and cipher cases were
“politically motivated” to
exclude him from competing in
the political arena. The UN
group also said that it was
“without legal basis”, the Dawn
newspaper reported.
The case alleges that Khan had
“deliberately concealed” details
of the gifts he retained from the
Toshaskhana — a repository
where presents handed to gov-
ernment officials from foreign
officials are kept — during his
time as the prime minister and
proceeds from their reported
sales. It is separate from the sec-
ond Toshakhana corruption
case against Khan and his
spouse Bibi which alleged that
they retained a jewellery set
received from the Saudi crown
prince against an undervalued
assessment. Listing many legal
inconsistencies and irregulari-
ties in the various court pro-
ceedings of the PTI chief, the
body said it was rendering its
opinion on whether Khan’s
detention was arbitrary.
On August 5, 2023, a trial
court in Islamabad convicted
the PTI founder in the first case
filed by the Election
Commission of Pakistan (ECP)
and jailed him for three years.
He was arrested by Punjab
police later that same day from
his Zaman Park residence in
Lahore. The ECP had later dis-
qualified Khan for five years fol-
lowing his conviction. 
However, the Islamabad High
Court later suspended his
three-year sentence.
The UN body based its opinion
on its source’s detailed and

unrebutted submissions regard-
ing the ultra vires nature of the
prosecution in the first
Toshakhana case, as well as the
context of the political repres-
sion of Khan and his party in
which that prosecution
occurred.
“The working group concludes
that his detention had no legal
basis and appears to have been
intended to disqualify him
from running for political
office. Thus, from the outset,
that prosecution was not
grounded in law and was
reportedly instrumentalised for
a political purpose,” it said.
It further added that how Khan
was convicted in the first
Toshakhana case (namely, a
summary judgment delivered
in absentia) and his subse-
quent arrest by law enforcement
personnel who broke into his
residence and assaulted him
and his staff were concerning
and compounded the illegality.
The working group further
said that Khan’s prosecution in
the cipher case “lacks a ground-
ing in law, as his actions do not
appear to have violated the
Official Secrets Act, as was
apparently corroborated by the
intelligence services, according
to the source’s unrebutted sub-
missions”.
The cipher case pertains to a
diplomatic document that the
Federal Investigation Agency’s
charge sheet alleges was never
returned by then-PM Khan,
who long held that the docu-
ment contained a threat from
the US to topple his govern-
ment. Regarding his sentences
in the second Toshakhana case
and the Iddat case, the UN
group noted: “The working
group cannot but observe the
coincidence in the timing of the
four prosecutions, which effec-
tively prevented Mr Khan from
contesting the general election
originally scheduled for
November 2023.”
The working group noted that
in the absence of any rebuttal
from the government, “it would
appear that the prosecutions
brought against Mr Khan are
related to his leadership of the
PTI and indicate a determina-
tion to silence him and his sup-
porters and exclude their polit-
ical participation.”
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the Afghan Taliban-led govern-
ment in Kabul for not taking
action against militants along
the Pakistan-Afghanistan bor-
der, despite repeated requests
made by Islamabad. “Pakistan
hoped for cooperation from
the Afghan government, how-

ever, the latter was not ready to
take action against the mili-
tants,” Asif said in an interview
with BBC Urdu in which he also
said that Pakistan even offered
to grant Rs10 billion to shift the
militants towards the western
border.
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China and the Philippines
held a crucial meeting

Tuesday to try to ease escalating
tensions following their worst
confrontation in the disputed
South China Sea that sparked
fears of a wider conflict that
could involve Manila’s ally the
United States.
There was no mention of any
major agreement to try to pre-
vent a repeat of the chaotic June
17 clash at Second Thomas
Shoal that caused injuries to
Filipino navy personnel and
damaged two military boats. 
The shoal off the northwestern
Philippines has emerged as the
most dangerous flashpoint in the
disputed waters, which China
claims virtually in its entirety.
Chinese naval and civilian ves-
sels have surrounded the

Philippine marines aboard a
grounded ship, tried to prevent
their resupply and demanded
the Philippines pull out. 
The Chinese and Philippine
delegations “affirmed their com-
mitment to de-escalate tensions
without prejudice to their
respective positions,” the
Department of Foreign Affairs
in Manila said in a statement late
Tuesday. “There was substantial
progress on developing mea-
sures to manage the situation at
sea, but significant differences
remain.” Philippine Foreign
Undersecretary Theresa Lazaro
told her Chinese counterpart,
Vice Foreign Minister Chen
Xiaodong, “that the Philippines
will be relentless in protecting its
interests and upholding its sov-
ereignty, sovereign rights, and
jurisdiction” in the South China
Sea, according to the Philippine

side. 
An agreement was signed to
improve communications dur-
ing emergencies at sea and both
sides agreed to continue talks on
enhancing ties between their
coast guards but no details were
provided. There was also anoth-
er confidence-building plan to
convene an academic forum
among scientists and acade-
mics to improve marine scien-
tific cooperation.
Ahead of the meeting, the
Philippines planned to formal-
ly ask China’s delegation to
return at least seven rifles that
Chinese coast guard personnel
seized during the June 17 face-
off at the shoal and pay for dam-
age, a Philippine official told The
Associated Press on condition of
anonymity for lack of authority
to discuss the sensitive matter
publicly.
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Equity benchmark indices
Sensex and Nifty hit fresh

lifetime high levels before
closing flat due to profit-
taking in select banking
and telecom shares amid
concerns over rich
valuations on Tuesday.
The 30-share BSE Sensex
declined 34.74 points or
0.04 per cent to settle at
79,441.45 in a volatile
trade. During the day, it
jumped 379.68 points or
0.47 per cent to hit a record
peak of 79,855.87.
The Nifty declined by 18.10
points or 0.07 per cent to
24,123.85. Intra-day, it
climbed 94.4 points or 0.39
per cent to hit a lifetime
high of 24,236.35. 

Among the Sensex pack,
Kotak Mahindra Bank,
Bharti Airtel, IndusInd
Bank, Tata Motors, ICICI
Bank, Bajaj Finance, State
Bank of India and Titan
were the biggest laggards.
Larsen & Toubro, Infosys,
HDFC Bank, Tata

Consultancy Services, HCL
Technologies and Tata Steel
were the biggest gainers.
On Monday, the BSE
benchmark settled higher
by 443.46 points or 0.56 per
cent at an all-time peak of
79,476.19. The Nifty
climbed 131.35 points or

0.55 per cent to settle at a
fresh lifetime high of
24,141.95.
In Asian markets, Tokyo,
Shanghai and Hong Kong
settled in the positive
territory on Tuesday, while
Seoul ended lower.
European markets were
trading down. US markets
ended in the green on
Monday.
India’s gross GST collection
increased 8 per cent to Rs
1.74 lakh crore in June,
sources said on Monday.
Global oil benchmark Brent
crude climbed 0.66 per cent
to USD 87.17 a barrel.
Foreign Institutional
Investors (FIIs) offloaded
equities worth Rs 426.03
crore on Monday, according
to exchange data.
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The RBI on Tuesday
proposed rationalising

regulations that cover export
and import transactions with
an aim to promote ease of
doing business and empower
banks to provide more
efficient service to their
foreign exchange customers.
The central bank has issued
‘Regulation of Foreign Trade
under Foreign Exchange
Management Act (FEMA),
1999 - Draft Regulations and
Directions’ in this regard.
As per the draft, every
exporter should furnish to
the specified authority a
declaration specifying the
amount representing the full
export value of the goods or
services.
“The amount representing

the full export value of goods
and services shall be realised
and repatriated to India
within nine months from the
date of shipment for goods
and date of invoice for
services,” it said.
The draft also proposes that
an exporter who has not
realised the full value of

export within the time
specified may be caution
listed by the authorised
dealer.
An exporter who has been
caution listed can undertake
export only against receipt of
advance payment in full or
against an irrecoverable
letter of credit, to the

satisfaction of the authorised
dealer.
According to the draft, no
advance remittance for the
import of gold and silver
should be permitted unless
specifically approved by the
Reserve Bank of India.
The RBI said the proposed
regulations are intended to
promote ease of doing
business, especially for small
exporters and importers.
They are also intended to
empower Authorised Dealer
banks to provide quicker and
more efficient service to
their foreign exchange
customers, the central bank
said.
The RBI has sought
comments on the draft
regulations under FEMA
and directions to authorised
dealer banks by September 1.
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More than 300 domestic companies
and over 100 foreign buyers from

the US, Germany and other countries are
expected to participate in the four-day
international toy fair beginning on July 6
in the national capital, a statement said
on Tuesday. 
More than 250 Indian brands will display
their products during the fair, which is
being organised at Pragati Maidan here,
Toy Association of India senior vice-
president Naresh Kumar Gautam said in
the statement.
Gautam said that the 15th Toy Biz
International B2B Expo 2024 is the
largest fair in South Asia.
“It is a big platform for Indian toy makers
to showcase their products and
capabilities to the global audience. It
helps us attract new customers and
partners, expand market reach for our
toys and boost exports,” he said.

In addition, he said, Toy Biz also provides
a platform for industry players to
network and connect with each other,
which can help foster collaborations,
partnerships and joint ventures.
Gautam, who is also the CEO of Noida-
based Little Genius Toys Pvt Ltd, also
suggested the government provide fiscal
support to manufacturers in organising
these fairs.
“At least Rs 1 lakh should be given to all

the stalls in these fairs. At present, we are
providing hotel accommodation to
foreign buyers and ticket cost up to Rs 1
lakh,” he added.
He said that the expo can also help raise

awareness about the importance of the
Indian toy industry, both domestically
and internationally.
Wooden toy maker Gautam said that
different categories of toys will be
showcased to buyers such as electronics,
soft toys, playground equipment and
board games.
The country’s toy exports declined

marginally to USD 152.34
million in 2023-24 from USD
153.89 million in the previous
financial year, according to a
report by economic think tank
GTRI.
India has taken several steps
since 2020 to curb the inflow of
substandard toy imports,
especially from China, and
strengthen the domestic toy
industry.
The report has proposed a
comprehensive strategy aimed
at developing India’s toy
industry and boosting exports.
It has suggested steps such as
developing a robust domestic
ecosystem, encouraging global
toy brands to manufacture in
India, learning from China, and
localise production of key
inputs.
The report recommended
setting up specialized toy

manufacturing hubs to reduce costs and
increase efficiency; modernising
traditional Indian toys while preserving
their cultural value to create unique
products.
It has also asked for making separate
strategies for each group of toys such as
plush toys like stuffed animals (world
trade is about USD 7 billion); educational
toys (world trade is about USD 6 billion);
construction toys like LEGO (USD 10
billion); action figures and dolls (USD 10
billion); electronics (USD 15 billion);
board games and puzzles (USD 9 billion);
and outdoor and sports toys (USD 5
billion).
In 2022, the global market imported toys
valued at about USD 60.3 billion.
Dominating this market, China exported
toys worth USD 48.3 billion, securing an
80 per cent share of the global exports.
Other significant contributors to the
global toy export market include the
Czech Republic with exports of USD 3.2
billion, the European Union with USD

2.7 billion, Vietnam with USD 1.7 billion,
and Hong Kong with USD 1.1 billion.
In contrast, India’s share in the global toy
export market is minimal, totalling USD
167 million, which represents only 0.3
per cent of the global exports, ranking it
27th, the report said.
On the import side, India ranks even
lower, at 61st, with toy imports
amounting to USD 60 million.
The US is the largest importer of toys
with a total procurement of USD 22.2
billion. It is followed by the European
Union (USD 9 billion), Japan (USD 2.8
billion), and Canada (USD 1.6 billion).
India raised import duties on toys
beginning in February 2020. The basic
customs duty was increased from 20 per
cent to 60 per cent and then to 70 per
cent in July 2021.
Implemented from January 2021, the
QCO mandates that all toys sold in India,
whether domestically produced or
imported, must comply with specific
Indian Standards for safety. 
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Shares of Divine Power Energy Ltd, a
manufacturer of insulated wires and

strips, on Tuesday made a remarkable
debut, closing with a premium of more
than 284 per cent against the issue price
of Rs 40.
The stock was listed at Rs 155, reflecting
gains of 287.50 per cent from the issue
price on the NSE SME platform Emerge.
Later, shares of the company settled at Rs
150 apiece, down by 3.23 per cent.
At the close of the trading session, the
company’s market valuation stood at Rs
322.01 crore.
In volume terms, 31.44 lakh shares of
the company exchanged hands on the
bourse.
Last week, Divine Power Energy’s initial
public offering (IPO) was subscribed
nearly 394 times on the final day, driven
by an overwhelming response from
retail investors.
The Rs 22.76 crore IPO is entirely a
fresh issue of 56.90 lakh equity shares.
The price band was Rs 36-40 per share.
The company proposes to utilise Rs 18
crore of the net IPO proceeds to meet its
working capital requirements and plans
to use the remaining capital for general
corporate purposes. 

DPEL manufactures copper and
aluminium wires/strips insulated with
paper, crepe paper, and fiberglass and
supplies them to discoms and
transformer manufacturers.
Its clientele include TATA Power, BSES,
Uttar Pradesh Power Corporation Ltd
and Uttarakhand Power Corporation
Ltd.
Incorporated in 2001, DPEL is
promoted by Rajesh Giri and Vikas
Talwar. 
The company posted a revenue of Rs
222.08 crore and a profit after tax of Rs
6.4 crore in FY2023-24. 
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India is in talks with Africa as
well as Latin America to get

critical mineral blocks on a
government-to-government
basis, Veena Kumari Dermal,
joint secretary of the Ministry of
Mines, said on Tuesday. 
Critical minerals such as lithium
are essential components in many
of today’s rapidly growing clean
energy technologies, including
wind turbines, electricity
networks, and electric vehicles.
Demand for these minerals is
growing quickly with clean
energy transitions gathering pace. 
“We are having lots of discussions
with many other resources-rich
countries both in Africa as well as
in Latin America for getting... A
block on a G2G basis or on a
priority basis,” Dermal said at
India Energy Storage Week
(IESW) 2024 organised by India
Energy Storage Alliance (IESA). 
The mines ministry, she said, is
giving more and more
importance to the exploration of
critical minerals in India. 
At the domestic front, the

government has successfully
auctioned one lithium block in
Chhattisgarh, the joint secretary
added. She explained hopes that
the Chhattisgarh government will
take steps to start the exploration
and production from the lithium
block at the earliest. 
Maiki South Mining Pvt Ltd had
last month bagged the country’s
first lithium block in
Chhattisgarh that was put up for
sale. 
Meanwhile, the government
cancelled the auction of 14
critical minerals that were on
offer in the second round of

auction. 
In June, the government had put
on sale 21 blocks in the fourth
round of auction of critical and
strategic minerals. 
The government received 56
physical bids and 56 online bids
for 18 of the 20 blocks offered
during the first tranche of the
auction, which began on
November 29, 2023. 
However, the auction for 13 of the
20 blocks was cancelled due to a
lukewarm response. 
Seven of these cancelled blocks
were re-notified for auction in the
third round. 
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Groww Asset Management
Ltd (formerly known as

Indiabulls Asset Management
Company Ltd) and its trustee
have settled with markets
watchdog Sebi a case
pertaining to alleged violation
of regulatory norms after
paying Rs 9 lakh. 
This came after the applicants
— Groww Asset Management
Company and Groww Trustee
Ltd (earlier known as
Indiabulls Trustee Company
Ltd) — proposed to settle the
alleged violation by “neither
admitting nor denying the
findings of fact”.  
“It is hereby ordered that any
proceedings that maybe
initiated for the violations...Are
settled in respect of the
applicants,” the Securities and
Exchange Board of India (Sebi)
said in its settlement order
passed on June 28. 
The applicants have submitted
that on account of change in
control of Indiabulls Asset
Management Company and
Indiabulls Trustee due to the
acquisition of these entities by

Nextbillion Technology Pvt
Ltd, the entities are now known
as Groww Asset Management
and Groww Trustee with effect
from May 3, 2023. 
The applicants, in the
settlement application, stated
that during April 2020 to
March 2022, certain scheme-
related expenses were being
paid by the AMC and were not
paid from the schemes. This
resulted in the AMC bearing
the expenses towards running
their schemes thereby violating
Sebi’s rule.
The Sebi’s rule mandates that
all scheme-related expenses,
including commission paid to
distributors, need to
necessarily be paid from the
scheme only within the
regulatory limits and not from
the books of the AMC, its
associate, sponsor, trustee or
any other entity through any
route. 
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Markets regulator Sebi on
Tuesday mandated email

as a default mode of dispatch of
‘Consolidated Account
Statement’, which provides an
account of securities traded by
an investor, by depositories and
Mutual Fund–Registrar and
Transfer Agents (MF-RTAs).
The new framework will come
into force from April 1, the
Securities and Exchange Board
of India (Sebi) said in a circular.
A Consolidated Account
Statement (CAS) is a single
or combined account
statement which shows the
details of financial
transactions made by an
investor during a month
across all mutual funds and
also other securities held in
dematerialised (demat)
mode.
The CAS is dispatched to the
investors by the depositories
(NSDL or CDSL), providing

the details of financial
transactions in both mutual
fund folios and depository
accounts if PANs are common
across the RTAs and the
depositories.
In respect of mutual fund
folios, where there is no
common PAN between the
RTAs and the depositories, the
CAS is sent by mutual funds
containing only the mutual
fund transactions.
“Considering the increasing
reach of digital technology,
electronic mode now being the
preferred mode of
communication and as a green
initiative measure and to
streamline the regulatory
guidelines on the mode of
dispatch of account statements,
it has been decided to revisit
the regulatory provisions and
provide for email as the default
mode of dispatch for CAS by
depositories, MF-RTAs and
holding statement by DPs,”
Sebi said.

Sebi mandates email as default
mode for dispatching CAS by
depositories, Mutual Fund-RTA
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Ahead of the Union
Budget, India Cellular &

Electronics Association
(ICEA) has recommended
reduction in input tariffs for
building a strong
components ecosystem.
ICEA based its
recommendations on a “tariff
study” it conducted across
seven competing economies,
including India.
“...High tariffs on inputs limit
the very engine of growth
that would lead to higher
production. High tariffs on
inputs reduce exports
because they become
uncompetitive, leading to
lower production of the final
product, i.E., mobile phones.
Addressing this requires a
reduction in tariffs on inputs.
“We recognise that
developing the domestic
supply chain is extremely
critical but the right way is
not by protecting with high
tariff but drastically reducing
disabilities by creating

competitiveness and infuse
incentive schemes wherever
there are gaps,” the report,
which was released on
Tuesday, said.
To attract global value chains
(GVCs) and increase the
scale of production, ICEA
said all tariff lines that
increase costs significantly,
including components of
complex subassemblies,
should be brought down to
zero.
It also suggested removal of
2.5 per cent tariff on sub-
assembly parts and inputs.
“These tariffs don’t serve any
purpose. They fail to build a
domestic industry while
increasing costs, complexity
and compliance for legitimate
manufacturers,” it said.
The industry body further
said the e-government should
provide appropriate policy
and financial support for
building large-scale
components and sub-
assembly ecosystem, with a
longer gestation and
incentive period. 
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The rupee depreciated 6
paise to settle at 83.50

(provisional) against the US
dollar on Tuesday, weighed
down by a strong greenback
in the overseas market and
elevated global crude oil
prices.
Besides, a muted trend in
domestic equities and
foreign fund outflows dented
investor sentiments, forex
traders said.
At the interbank foreign
exchange market, the local
unit opened at 83.51 and hit
the intraday high of 83.47
and a low of 83.56 against the
American currency during
the session.
It finally settled at 83.50
(provisional) against the
dollar, 6 paise lower than its
previous close.
On Monday, the rupee
depreciated 10 paise to settle
at 83.44 against the US
dollar.
“We expect the rupee to

trade with a slight negative
bias as the strength in the US
Dollar and surge in crude oil
prices may keep the rupee
under downside pressure,”
said Anuj Choudhary –
Research Analyst at
Sharekhan by BNP Paribas.

Choudhary further said the
overall positive trend in the
domestic markets and
expectations of fresh foreign
inflows may support the
rupee at lower levels. Traders
may take cues from Fed
Chair Jerome Powell’s speech

and JOLTS job openings data
from the US.
“USD/INR spot price is
expected to trade in a range
of Rs 83.20 to Rs 83.75,”
Choudhary said.
Meanwhile, the dollar index,
which gauges the greenback’s
strength against a basket of
six currencies, was trading
0.09 per cent higher at
105.99.
Brent crude futures, the
global oil benchmark, were
trading 0.76 per cent higher
at USD 87.26 per barrel.
In the domestic equity
market, the 30-share BSE
Sensex fell 34.74 points, or
0.04 per cent, to close at a
new peak of 79,441.45
points. The broader NSE
Nifty settled 18.10 points, or
0.07 per cent, lower at
24,123.85 points.
Foreign Institutional
Investors (FIIs) were net
sellers in the capital markets
on Monday, as they offloaded
shares worth Rs 426.03 crore,
according to exchange data. 
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No one does high
drama in
international soccer to

such an operatic extent as
Cristiano Ronaldo.
Portugal is heading to a
blockbuster quarterfinal with
France at the European
Championship after its star
captain generated compelling
viewing on center stage of the
victory over Slovenia on
Monday. 
Winning a penalty shootout
3-0 after a 0-0 game against
the 57th-ranked team in
world soccer might not
sound much.
But there were tears, lots of
them, from Ronaldo; an
apology in prayer-form to his
fans, who responded with
adulation; extravagant arm
gestures of anger, frustration
and exasperation; chances
wasted and denied to make
more tournament history; a
renewed duel with an old
rival goalkeeper; and
ultimately redemption and
victory.
Ronaldo's mother was in the
stadium and TV pictures
showed her crying, too, after
he missed his penalty.
"Sometimes it's hard and
difficult to score penalties,"
Ronaldo told Portuguese
broadcaster RTP after the
match, getting emotional
again. "I've scored more than
200 penalties in my career.

Sometimes it's a mess."
Still, the last act of Monday's
show gave Portugal what it
needed.
"We showed the enthusiasm
that we still have to play, to
have fun, to give joy to the
fans and that's it, this is our
life," he said after it was all
over, close to midnight in
Frankfurt.
The 39-year-old Ronaldo
went into the game without a
goal at Euro 2024. 
The moment when he surely
had to become the oldest
player ever to score at a Euros
finals tournament came in
the first period of extra time,
the 105th minute, after
missing five or six of the kind
of chances he has thrived on
now for 20 years at this level. 
Portugal had been awarded a
penalty kick and Ronaldo
stepped up to take what
could have been the decisive
goal.
Instead, Slovenia goalkeeper
Jan Oblak, a long-time
adversary from their time
playing Spanish league
soccer in Madrid, dived left
to push aside the well-struck
shot against a post and away
to safety.
Tears welled in Ronaldo's
eyes and soon flowed during
the break before the second
period of extra time began.
Teammates consoled him,
kissed his forehead and
urged him to keep going.
Extra time also finished 0-0

and when the penalty
shootout started, Slovenia's
first kick was saved by
Portugal goalkeeper Diogo
Costa.
Up stepped Ronaldo, facing a
massed stand of about 10,000
Portugal fans. He placed it
perfectly low beyond Oblak
diving to his right.
Ronaldo looked
apologetically to the fans and
put his hands together as if in
prayer. The fans responded
with a bellowing and
forgiving shout of "Siuuuu" -
their soccer icon's trademark
goal scream.
"I was certain that he had to
be the first penalty taker and
show us the way to victory,"
Portugal coach Roberto
Martinez said. "Life gives you
difficult moments and the
way he reacted makes us very
proud."
Costa answered the rest of
those fans' prayers with as
good a penalty shootout as
any goalkeeper could have.
He saved all three of
Slovenia's kicks from Josip
Ilicic, Jure Balkovec and
Benjamin Verbic. Then he
was in tears, too.
Bruno Fernandes and
Bernardo Silva also scored
for Portugal to seal the
shootout 3-0 with two kicks
to spare.
"I was sad and now I'm
overjoyed. This is what
football gives you," Ronaldo
said in translated comments
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Another frustrating match
for Kylian Mbappé.

Another underwhelming
performance by France at the
European Championship.
Didier Deschamps isn't
concerned - his team is into
the quarterfinals.
"It's beautiful," the France
coach said after Les Bleus
relied on the ninth own-goal
scored at Euro 2024 to squeeze
past Belgium 1-0 in the round
of 16 on Monday.
A heavyweight match between
neighbors and teams ranked
No. 2 (France) and No. 3
(Belgium) failed to live up to
its billing, and the nature of
the only goal proved to be
fitting.
Randal Kolo Muani, on as a
second-half substitute, turned
in the area and sent in a shot in
the 85th minute that deflected
off Belgium defender Jan
Vertonghen and looped over
stranded goalkeeper Koen
Casteels.
"I was lucky enough to get my
shot on target," he said of his
decisive intervention. "It was
blocked but it went in. We're
very, very happy and very, very
proud."
UEFA thought differently
about the destination of Kolo
Muani's shot and put it down
as an own-goal, the latest in a
tournament full of them.
It's the second own-goal
earned by France while there

has also been a penalty by
Mbappé. It means a France
player has yet to score from
open play.
"Even if today that goal was
enough to get us to the
quarterfinals, we have the
capability to score more,"
Deschamps said.
France will play Portugal or
Slovenia in the last eight on
Friday.
Mbappé, again wearing a
mask to protect his broken
nose sustained against Austria
in France's opening match,
had five of France's 20 shots
but none were on target. He
played mostly on the left wing
and was well-marshalled by a
Belgian defensive set-up that
included Kevin De Bruyne -
the team's most creative player
- deployed as a deep-lying
midfielder.
De Bruyne had more clearing
headers than incisive passes
before being pushed further
forward for the final half-hour
of the game. Back in his
favored position, he created
Belgium's best chance when

he played through Yannick
Carrasco, who took too long
over a shot that was blocked by
France left back Theo
Hernandez.
The match-winner, instead,
was Kolo Muani, whose last
big moment at a major
tournament came when he
bore down on goal in the last
seconds of extra time in the
2022 World Cup final against
Argentina. His shot was saved
by Emi Martinez, when a goal
would surely have won the
title for France.
France's overall display will do
little to stop the growing
dissent among many of its fans
who feel more can come from
a talented bunch of players
headlined by Mbappé, playing
on the day he officially became
a Real Madrid player.
Deschamps, however, was
happy with his pragmatic
tactics, saying: "We were
intelligent, playing the waiting
game and not falling into their
trap."
Mbappé will be playing in his
first ever quarterfinal at the
European Championship,
with France having lost on a
penalty shootout to
Switzerland in the last 16 at
the last tournament in 2021.
As for the Belgians, they head
home after a fairly miserable
Euro 2024, during which the
players were jeered loudly by
their own fans following a 0-0
draw with Ukraine at the end
of the group stage.

Epic penalties drama for Ronaldo ends with Portugal beating Slovenia
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Domestic season opener
Durand Cup football

tournament will be held
from July 27 to August 31
across four venues with
Indian Super League, I-
League and other
invitational teams competing
in it. 
The 133rd edition of the
Asia's oldest tournament will
have 43 matches to be played
in a round-robin league-
cum-knockout format, with
the opening match and the

final scheduled at the iconic
Vivekananda Yuba Bharati
Krirangan (VYBK) in
Kolkata.  
The 24 participating teams
will be divided into six
groups. Eight teams -- group
toppers and two best second-
placed sides -- will qualify
for the knockout stage.
Like last year, international
teams are expected to
participate this year too, the
organisers said on Tuesday.
Continuing with its
commitment to spread the
tournament further into the
East and North-East, two

new cities -- Jamshedpur and
Shillong -- have been added
as host venues this year. 
Matches will be held in
Kokrajhar in Assam for the
second consecutive year,
besides Kolkata, which has
been a host for the last five
years.
Kolkata will host three
groups while Kokrajhar,
Shillong and Jamshedpur
will host one group each. 
ISL side Mohun Bagan Super
Giant are the defending
champions, having won the
tournament for a record 17th
time, the most by any team.
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in a post-game interview.
"You cannot explain it."
Portugal will face France in
the quarterfinals on Friday in
Hamburg, a rematch of the
2016 final that Portugal won
in Paris after Ronaldo went
off injured early.
"We all know that Cris is the
hardest worker. I understand
how frustrated he is," Costa
said. "For me, it's an honor to
play on the same team." 
The personal duel between
Ronaldo and Oblak had been
memorable merely in

regulation time.
It was an intensely
frustrating first 90 minutes
for Ronaldo with three free
kicks, two mistimed jumps
for headers and a golden
chance to score with his first
clear shot in open play.
That was in the 89th, when
he ran clear on goal with the
ball passed perfectly into his
stride. The left-foot shot was
low and powerful but Oblak's
block was better. 
The best of Ronaldo's free
kicks was a powerful line

drive right at Oblak in the
55th that the tall goalkeeper
squatted to push away with
strong hands.
The intense drama for the
Portugal superstar almost
overwhelmed the troubled
evening for Slovenia's
emerging star.
Benjamin Šeško had chances
to win the game, in the 62nd
and 115th minutes, going
one-on-one with Costa after
racing past 41-year-old
defender Pepe.
The first was a weak shot that

screwed wide, and the second
was powerful and accurate
but saved by the goalkeeper's
outstretched boot.
So it went penalties. Just as it
had in the Euro 2012
semifinals, when Spain beat
Portugal before Ronaldo - as
the fifth scheduled taker -
even had the chance to step
up. 
Just as it had when Ronaldo's
Real Madrid and Oblak's
Atletico Madrid met in the
2016 Champions League
final. Back then, Ronaldo

placed the fifth and decisive
spot-kick past Oblak to win
the title.
Portugal is still competing to
win back the European title it
also won in 2016, at the
expense of an admirable
Slovenia squad that was
effectively unbeaten after
drawing all four of its games
at Euro 2024.
"His emotions show respect
for Slovenia," coach Matja�
Kek said of Ronaldo, "and
that is what I am content
with.
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Rohit Sharma held the
T20 World Cup trophy
like a new-born baby as

he walked towards the beach
here for the triumphant
captain's post-tournament
photo shoot, a serene smile
refusing to leave his face and
the feeling of being a world
champion yet to fully sink in.
He couldn't be faulted for
being a bit dazed. After all, a
jinx that lasted over a decade
had been broken.
"It's surreal. It feels like a
dream. It feels like it hasn't
happened. Although it has
happened but it feels like it
hasn't happened," Rohit
laughed trying to process his
thoughts after 24 hours while
talking to BCCI.TV.
The coastal city of

Bridgetown is battling a
hurricane. The same could
also be said about the Indian
captain, only that his is a
battle to control a gamut of
emotions threatening to
overwhelm him like a huge
sea wave every now and then.
"Last night we had a good
time, we had a blast with the
teammates till the early
morning," he couldn't stop
grinning before becoming a
touch emotional. I would say I
didn't sleep properly but that's
absolutely fine by me. There is
a lot of time for me to go back
and sleep. 
"I want to live this moment,
each minute, each second that
is passing by and will try to
make the most of it," he said
describing how it felt to lead
an Indian team to its first ICC
title in 11 years.

"It's been a great moment
right from the time the game
got over to till now. That's the
emotions and feelings you
have," said the skipper.
His marauding run at the top,
especially in the knockouts,
fetched Rohit a place in the
team of the tournament but
all he can think about for now
is a sense of joyous relief.
"We have dreamt about this
for such a long period of time,
we worked hard as a unit for
such a long period of time
and to see this (the trophy)
with us, it feels quite relieved
as well.
"When you have worked hard
for something and eventually
at the end you get it, feels
really, really nice," the skipper
reiterated.
People were amazed and
amused to see Rohit walk to

the 22-yard strip at
Kensington Oval and put a
tiny speck of soil in his
mouth, just like Novak
Djokovic does after winning
the Wimbledon. 
The 37-year-old said it was a
spur of the moment act.
"Nothing was scripted. It was
all coming instinctively. I was
feeling the moment," Rohit
said about his ode to the turf
that gave him the best
moment of his life.
"When I went to the pitch,
that pitch gave us this trophy.
I will remember that ground
forever in my life and that
pitch as well. I wanted to have
a piece of it with me.
"Those moments are very
special, the place where all
our dreams came true and I
wanted something of it," he
concluded.

Lot of time for me to sleep, for now I want to live every second of this win: Rohit
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India's top singles player
Sumit Nagal committed 44

unforced errors as he made a
first round exit from the
Wimbledon, going down in
four sets to Miomir
Kecmanovic of Serbia here.
Making his maiden
appearance in the men's
singles main draw, Nagal toiled
hard for two hours 38 minutes
and even managed to take a set
off world number 53
Kecmanovic before conceding
a 2-6 6-3 3-6 4-6 defeat on
Monday night.
The 26-year-old, ranked 72 did
show flashes of brilliance as hit
47 winners but in general,
struggled on the grass court. In
the end, he could manage only
104 points against
Kecmanovic's 122.

The 53rd ranked Serbian fired
six aces and only conceded two
double faults.
This was Kecmanovic's second
win in as many matches
against Nagal, having beaten
the Indian at the ATP 250
event in Cologne, Germany,
four years ago.
The Paris Olympics bound
Nagal is the first Indian in five
years to play a Wimbledon

men's singles main draw
match. Prajnesh Gunneswaran
had made a first-round exit in
2019. Nagal is having a dream
season as he had also qualified
for the main draw of the
Australian Open earlier this
year. He had stunned 31st-
seeded Alexander Bublik of
Kazakhstan in the opening
round to become the first
Indian male tennis player to
beat a seeded player in 35 years
in a Slam. 
He had also qualified for the
main draw of the Indian Wells
Masters and Monte-Carlo
Masters, the ATP 1000 events.
The Indian has won two
Challenger events this season
the Heilbronn Challenger and
the Chennai Open ATP
Challenger. He also competed
at the French Open, losing in
the opening round.
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A"gutted" David Miller
said the T20 World

Cup final loss to India was
a tough blow, but the
swashbuckling batter
expressed confidence that
despite enduring pain the
resilient South African
team would continue
pushing boundaries.
Shedding the unwanted tag
of perennial "chokers", the
Proteas had marched into
their maiden T20 World
Cup final unbeaten.
However, they faltered in
the summit clash, losing to
India by seven runs.
"I am gutted!! Really tough
pill to swalllow after what
transpired 2 days ago.
Words don't explain how I
am feeling. One thing I do
know is how proud I am of
this unit," Miller posted an
Instagram story late on
Monday. Before the final,
the Proteas enjoyed a
sensational run, ekeing out
wins in the pressure
situations to become
favourites for the title.
"This journey was an
incredible one, with highs
and lows throughout the
entire month. We have
endured pain, but I know
this team has the resilience
and will keep raising the
bar," he wrote.
South Africa had looked on
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course to a memorable win
needing 30 runs in as many
balls. However, Indian
bowlers, led by Jasprit
Bumrah, fashioned a
remarkable turnaround
picking the key wicket of
Heinrich Klaasen followed
by Marco Jansen. 
With Miller at the crease and
16 needed off the last over,
the Proteas still remained
hopeful.
But a spectacular catch by

Suryakumar Yadav at the
boundary ended Miller's
innings while deflating

hopes of a South African
win. It was the closest South
Africa had come to winning

a title, having made seven
semifinal exits in ICC global
events.
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Had he not received a phone
call from India skipper

Rohit Sharma, requesting him
to continue after the ODI
World Cup final defeat, Rahul
Dravid wouldn't have been a
part of history, the outgoing
head coach revealed in his
farewell speech to the team
after it was crowned T20 world
champion here.
Dravid's tenure had ended
with the ODI World Cup after
India lost to Australia in the
final despite a 10-match
winning run, but the coaching
staff got an extension till the
end of the T20 World Cup that
concluded on Saturday last.
While Dravid has not
reapplied for the role after
India's second T20 World Cup
win, he mentioned Rohit's role
in urging him to continue as
the coach during his speech in
the Kensington Oval dressing
room after the team's win
seven-run win in the final
against South Africa on
Saturday.
"Ro, thank you very much for
making that call to me

November and asking to
continue," Dravid said in a
video shared by BCCI on
Tuesday.
"I think it's been such a
privilege and a pleasure to
work with each and everyone
of you, but Ro, also thanks for
the time...There is a lot of time
we have to chat, we have to
discuss, we have to agree, we
have to disagree at times, but
thank you so very much,"
Dravid said as Rohit laughed.
Dravid praised the players for
putting up collectively solid
performances through the
tournament and urged them to
celebrate the achievement as
much as they would like.
"All of you will remember

these moments. We always say,
it is not about the runs, it is not
about the wickets, you never
remember your career but you
remember moments like this,
so let's really enjoy," Dravid
said.
"I could not be more proud of
you guys, to come back the way
you did, the way you fought,
the way we worked as a
team...The resilience. There
has been some disappointment
over the years where we have
come close, we have never
been able to cross the line," he
said.
With BCCI secretary Jay Shah
in attendance, Dravid also
spoke about the sacrifices that
people close to each and every
player made in order to allow
them the spotlight they are
now enjoying.
"So many sacrifices that each
and everyone of you make, to
see your families here today
enjoying it, so many of your
families back home, just think
about all the sacrifices, each
and everyone of them has
made since the time you were
kids, for you to be here in the
dressing room," Dravid said.


